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The Grafis system

The Textbook and the training courses

The Grafis system includes first pattern development, grading and an industry standard layplanning
system. Patterns can be graded by application of the
construction system or using grade rules.
During the styling process Grafis internally creates a
record of the modification steps. The record can
then be re-called to create other sizes automatically
thus, eliminating incremental grading.
Grafis also records how patterns are derived from
one another, capturing the interdependence of the
pieces. Alterations made to one piece are automatically applied to all interdependent pieces.
Construction parameters can be applied during
pattern development. This enables the user to comfortably modify already finished patterns by simply
changing the construction parameters.

This textbook is designed to allow for an autodidactic introduction to Grafis and/or can be used as
teaching support material during Grafis training
courses.

Prerequisites
The following are requirements for learning to use
Grafis:
• basic knowledge in the use of computers, in
particular the use of keyboard and mouse as well
as working with files and folders and
• good knowledge of garment pattern cutting.
The application of Grafis can also be learned without
knowledge of garment pattern cutting for example
for use in the upholstery industry. Grafis replaces
the user's pencil, ruler and set-square but not the
pattern cutters' knowledge.

Training courses Grafis I and Grafis II are offered in
Viersen/ Germany. Chapters 1 to 10 of the Grafis
Textbook form the content of training course Grafis
I. Chapters 11 to 17 of the Textbook are covered in
Grafis II. Special emphasis is given to digitising of a
style or nest and its further application when dealing
with Chapter 16 “Grade Rule Grading“.
The Grafis programming language, content of Chapters 19 and 20, form Grafis III. It is advisable to learn
about the content of Grafis III if the user wishes to
• generate individual constructions or construction
modules using the Grafis programming language,
• create an individual construction system or
• obtain comprehensive knowledge of system
installation and system maintenance. This knowledge is helpful in particular for those responsible
for CAD in larger clothing companies.
All chapters of the textbook are available for
download from the internet in English and German.
Outlook
Grafis can only be used at its optimum if the user is
comprehensively trained. To further training, the
Grafis Team continue to make available a free training version. A CD with videos to accompany the
textbook is in process. Current information and
downloads are published under www.grafis.de.
Viersen, June 2012
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Content
10.1 Transformation ............................................ 136
10.2 Insert with transformation ........................... 141
10.3 Complex Exercises....................................... 144
______________________
Transformations of objects, such as move, turn or
mirror are essential construction tools you will find
in any CAD system. Only with the transformation
functions can yokes be relocated or other pieces be
positioned in the construction or mirrored. Each
explanation of the 8 transformation types is followed
by an exercise.

The emphasis in this chapter lies on the complex
exercises. Invest plenty of time into these exercises
to gain confidence in the use of Grafis.
After having finished this chapter you should begin
to design your own styles with Grafis to gain practical experience.
This chapter forms the end of the Grafis I teaching
complex. In the following teaching complex Grafis II
you will learn about modifying styles with construction parameters, work with parts, heredity automatic and generation of production patterns.
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10.1 Transformation
The transformation menu
The functions of this menu allow for moving, rotating, scaling and mirroring of Grafis
objects. The eight transformation types are:
• 2 move transformations
• 2 turn transformations
• 1 turn and move transformation
• 1 scale transformation
• 2 mirror transformations
Object types
You can transform:
• single points
• single lines
• the complete part
Step-by-step guide
⇒ Adjust the transformation parameters
⇒ Select the type of object (points, lines...)
⇒ Activate the transformation
⇒ Adjust +/-copy: the original objects remains/
does not remain existent
⇒ Set the transformation direction with +/-reverse
transformation in reverse/ normal direction, e.g.
change of sign for set angle. No significance with
mirror!
⇒ Click the objects to be transformed within the
construction.
Further functions
reset
resets the last transformation step
Move by dx and dy
This move function
(translation) with preset values requires the
entry of the move
value in x direction dx
and y direction dy
(Picture 10-1). A detailed explanation on
the co-ordinate system can be found in chapter 4.3. The move values
can be positive or negative:
dx= - ....mm
to the left
dx= + ....mm
to the right
dy= - ....mm
downwards
dy= + ....mm
upwards
Move the shoulder and armhole of Bodice 10 by
dx=+200 and dy=-50 (Picture 10-1).

Transformation menu
move…
by dx and dy
move value dx
move value dy
move…
from point to point
set points
turn with…
turn point and angle
set turn point
turn angle
turn with turn point
from point to point
set points
turn and move…
with four points
set points
scale
scale value in x direction
scale value in y direction
mirror at…
two points
set points
mirror at…
line
set line
objects to be transformed
points
lines
part
+/-copy
reverse transformation
reset
transformation list

Chapter 10 Transformation
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First, enter the values for dx and dy, select lines and
set the switches to +copy and -reverse transformation. The move transformation move is active. You
can now click the lines to be moved. Activate points
and also move the corresponding points. Set the
switch to +reverse transformation. You can now
transform the objects back again. The transform
settings remain in place also after quitting the transformation menu.
dy= -50.0

dx= +200.0

Turn with turn point and angle
With the transformation function turn with
turning point and angle
the objects are rotated
about a constructed
pivot point by a given
angle (Picture 10-3).
Note: The set angle
remains constant throughout all sizes!
angle
15.8°

Picture 10-1

Move from point to point
The objects are moved about the connecting line
between two points of the construction (Picture 102).
starting point

final point
for move

Picture 10-2

After having clicked set points the starting and final
point of the move line have to be constructed.
Then, move from point to point is active and the
move of objects can begin. In Bodice 10, move the
armhole curve of the front towards the back. Grade
the construction.

pivot

Picture 10-3

After having activated set turn point the pivot point is
to be constructed and the angle in ° is to be entered.
Then, the line turn with turn point and angle is active
and turning of objects can begin.
Measure the bust dart of Bodice 10 in your base size
and relocate it into the side seam (Picture 10-3).
First, construct an auxiliary line at the side seam for
the position of the dart and separate the side seam
at the auxiliary line.
Enter the measured angle as turn angle, click on set
turn point and select the bust point. Now, activate
lines or points and transform the objects of the
shoulder, the armhole, the upper side seam and
with +copy the auxiliary line. Grade.
Use this type of transformation only if the angle
is to be constant across all sizes or in connection
with x values or z values.
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Turn about a turn point from point to point
This transformation rotates the objects about a
constructed pivot point. The angle is determined by
the angle between turning point → starting point of
the rotation angle and turning point → final point of
the rotation angle.
Having selected set points, the points are to be
clicked in the following order: turning point →
starting point of the rotation angle → final point
of the rotation angle. Then, turn about a turn point
from point to point is active and the rotation of objects can begin.

After having activated set points the points are to be
clicked in the order: starting point of the move
vector → starting point of the rotation angle →
final point of the move vector → final point of
the angle. Then, turn and move is active and the
transformation of objects can begin.
This function is especially useful for relocating yokes
or relocating the shoulder seam.
4

move vector
3

1

2

3. final point for angle
2. starting point for
angle

turn angle

1. turn point/ pivot

Picture 10-4

Relocate the bust dart into the side seam (see Picture 10-4). First, construct an auxiliary line for the
position of the dart in the side seam and separate
the side seam at the auxiliary line. Click on set points
in the transformation menu and then, click the bust
point and the right and left dart legs one after the
other. Now activate lines or points and transform
the objects of the shoulder, the armhole and the
upper side seam. Grade.
Turn and move
The objects are moved and rotated in one operation. For this function four points are to be clicked.
The move vector is defined by its starting and final
point (Picture 10-5 top). The rotation angle is defined by the moved starting point and the final point
of the angle (Picture 10-5 bottom).

Picture 10-5

Turn and move a yoke in the back according to
Picture 10-5. Relocate the front dart into the side
seam and the back dart into the armhole. Drop a
perpendicular onto the centre back and separate the
centre back. Transform the yoke by selecting set
points for turn and move from the transformation
menu and clicking the points in the suggested order.
Activate the object type lines and click the construction lines of the back yoke. Transform the corresponding points with +copy.
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Scale
The objects are reduced and increased
relative to absolute
zero (Picture 10-6).
The scale value in x (Fx)
applies to the x component of the objects
in the construction
only, the scale value in y
(Fy) to the y component.
Increase/ reduction/ stretching/ shrinking of the
pattern is required for stretch material for example,
lining or under collar or for the correction of
changes in length after washing. The following applies: Fx=Fy=1.00 - no change in scale; Fx=1.10,
Fy=1.00 - stretching of the pattern by 10% in horizontal direction; Fx=Fy=0.90 - shrinking by 10% in
all directions.
Different values in Fx and Fy distort the construction in width and height. The same values increase or reduces the construction to scale;
Fx=Fy=0.5 halves the dimension of the construction and Fx=Fy=2 doubles it.

Mirror at two points
The objects are mirrored at the connecting line of
two points (Picture 10-7).

starting point of
the mirror line

mirror
with p==>p

final point of the
mirror line

original
Picture 10-7

reduction, scaled
with Fx=Fy=0.5

absolute
zero point
Picture 10-6

Scale the Bodice 10 by half. The zero point of this
construction is positioned at the centre back at
waist height. Enter the values Fx=Fy=0.5 in the
transformation menu and activate scale. Set the
switch to +copy, click on part and click on a line of
the construction. The construction is now reduced
by 50% in x and y direction in all sizes.
Reset the record and repeat with the values
Fx=1.00 and Fy=1.10. Now increase single lines in
y direction.

To activate this function the line set points for mirror
is to be clicked and the points of the mirror line are
to be defined with the sub-menu point construction.
Then, the objects to be mirrored can be clicked.
Draw new waist dart lines in Bodice 10. In the free
mode, construct the waist dart points exactly at
waist height using <Shift>. Then, delete the waist
dart lines and construct a new left waist dart with
curves. Mirror the new left waist dart line to the
right.
Mirror at a line
The objects are mirrored at an existing
line of the construction (Picture 10-8).
To activate this function, first click set line
and then determine
the mirror line within
the
construction.
Then, the objects to
be mirrored can be
clicked.
Mirror the displayed
lines in Bodice 10 at the centre front for a facing.
Select set line in the transformation menu and click
on the centre front. Set the switch to +copy, activate lines and click the lines to be mirrored.
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If you mirror the whole part the centre front is
doubled and cannot be seen. In this case delete one
of the centre front lines.

Transformation list menu

record step
record step

+/-reverse tansformation

mirror line

Picture 10-8

Transformation list
All transformations carried out in the active part
can be re-activated.
To activate the last transformation of a transformation type, click on the corresponding button:
• move by dx and dy
• move from point to point
• turn with turn point and angle
• turn with turn point from point to point
• turn and move
• scale
• mirror at two points
• mirror at a line
In case no transformation of this type has been carried out in this part, setting of a new transformation
begins automatically.
Step-by-step guide for selection of a previous transformation:
⇒ Activate the transformation type
⇒ Click on transformation list
⇒ Aelect one of the displayed record steps
⇒ Clicking on an object shows a preview of the
selected transformation. If required, the transformation direction can be switched with
+/-reverse transformation.

To select a previous transformation first, activate
the respecitve transformation type then, click on
transformation list. The transformation list menu
appears showing up to ten previous transformations
of the active transformation type. The menu displays
the respective record step in which the transformation has been carried out. In this menu you can also
see a preview of the transformation by activating the
record step and then, clicking on individual objects
of the construction. The objects will be transformed
for a few seconds. Then, you can select a different
record step and let individual objects be transformed for a few seconds. Once you have found and
activated the required transformation switch back to
the transformation menu with . Transforming with
the previous transformation can begin.
Exercise on transformation list
In Bodice 80 two panel seams are to be constructed,
running from the front via the side seam to the centre back. Before the panel seams can be constructed
with curve new, relocate the upper back to the side
seam of the front with turn and move, see Picture
10-9. The reference points are the corner point at
the armhole and a point at a relative distance of
40mm from the armhole respectively. From Chapter 11 onwards you can deposit this value as an x
value and have the curve run exactly through this
point. The lower back is to be transformed in the
same way with the reference points corner point
hem and a point at 50mm partial distance from the
hem.
Construct the two curves and separate the side
seam. In the transformation menu activate turn and
move. The transformation instruction for the back is
still active. Change the switch +/-reverse transformation and then, relocate the lines of the lower back as
well as the panel seam. Via transformation list open a
menu with the previous turn and move transformations. Activate the transformation of the upper back,
set the switch +/-reverse transformation and click a
few objects of the construction. If the required
transformation is active, switch back to the transand then, relocate the lines
formation menu with
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10.2 Insert with transformation
With the insert function from the basic menu, points,
lines or all objects of a part can be inserted into a
part with a higher part number. This process has
already been described in section 3.1 and practised a
number of times.

Picture 10-9

of the upper back and the new panel seam back to
its original position.
Align part
As opposed to the previous transformations align part does not apply to individual
objects of the construction but to the whole active part.
Align part menu
align part
vertical
align part
horizontal

The align part menu opens directly from the basic
menu. Parts can be aligned vertically or horizontally.
Having activated the corresponding function, a line
of the part is to be clicked following the right principle.

During insertion of objects one of the two insert
transformations can be carried out directly:
• move transformation move from point to point or
• move-rotate transformation turn and move.
Insert with transformation can be replaced by
insert without transformation and subsequent
transformation of individual objects. Insert with
transformation is sensible if a part with a large
number of points/ lines is to be inserted, see the
embroidery motif in Pictures 10-10 and 10-11.
Objects from a maximum number of 10 parts
can be inserted into the active part.
The two insert transformations in conjunction with
detailed explanations of the insert menu form the
content of this section.
Functions of the insert menu
Insert menu
select objects…
points
lines
part
reset single
reset all
deposit objects…
without transformation
move
turn and move
reset

Insert points tool
Insert lines tool
Insert part tool

Select objects
All visible objects belonging to an inactive part with a
lower part number can be inserted into the active
part with these functions. One of the type of objects
points, lines or parts is to be selected and the objects
are to be clicked one after the other. The inserted
objects appear in a different colour and, after having
pressed <F5> removed from the original object.
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With reset single or reset all individual inserted objects can be reset step-by-step or completely.
The selected coloured objects are accepted into the
active part only after having called a function in the
deposit objects section of the menu.
Deposit objects
This block of functions determines HOW the objects or parts are deposited in the new part. In section 3.1 parts were inserted exclusively without
transformation. However, Grafis allows for parts to
be moved or rotated during insertion. This transformation is stored as a hereditary step and repeated automatically during grading.
1. move from point to point
Moving a point of the object to be inserted to a
point of the active part. All objects to be inserted
are moved accordingly.
2. turn and move
Move and rotation of the insert object according
to the identical instruction of the transformation
type with the same name in the transformation
menu.
This function is especially useful for inserting
yokes, sleeves or facings which already have the
correct dimensions.
3. without transformation
The selected objects are inserted without transformation, see section 3.1.
Reset undoes the last transformation step.
Quit insert with .
Exercises on insert with move transformation
In part 002, construct a
small embroidery motif
from scratch with a radius
of approx 35mm (according to Picture 10-10). Call
the Bodice 10 into part
001, delete the auxiliary
lines, adjust the construction as required and conPicture 10-10
struct positioning points
for the embroidery motif (Picture 10-11 left). Construct a point in the centre of the embroidery motif.
Insert all lines and points of the bodice construction
from part 001 into part 003. Use insert without
transformation.
Then, insert the embroidery motif into part 003,
centred on the positioning points. Use the function
insert with move from point to point. Activate select
object: parts and click on the embroidery motif. It
appears with red lines after having pressed <F5>.

Picture 10-11

Then, click on deposit objects: move. Now, click on
the first move point in the red group of objects.
Click the centre of the motif. Define one of the
positioning points in the active part as the final point
for the move. The menu remains active. You can
insert the embroidery motif a second time, a third
time and so on.
6

3

A
2

4
1

5

4.
3.
2.
1.

7

B

4.
3.
2.
1.

C

Picture 10-12
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Exercises on insert with turn and move
Construct a yoke in Skirt 20 using curve new, which
is attached to the dart end points.
Open the new part 002 “front yoke“ and activate it.
Insert lines 1 to 4 from part 001 without transformation. Then, insert lines 1,5,6,7 with turn and
move. Activate select object: lines and click on the
lines 1,5,6,7. They appear as red lines after having
pressed <F5>. Then, click on deposit objects: turn
and move. Click the end points of the lines with
click l or intersection in the order shown in Picture
10-12 A. The menu remains active. You can now
select the next lines by clicking and then, deposit
them in the part, taking into account the clicking
order shown in Picture 10-12 B. Then, develop a
production pattern from the inserted lines (Picture
10-12 bottom).
Raglan sleeve construction
Construct a raglan sleeve from Grafis Bodice 10,
using insert with turn and move. Note: Grafis version
10 contains an interactive raglan sleeve Grafis-Sleeve
50, which is not used at this stage during practising
of the insert transformation.
Call Bodice 10 into part 001. Loosen the armhole
interactively by 10 to 20mm. Rotate the rest of the
bust dart into the hem with relocate dart. Relocate
the back shoulder dart into the armhole (Picture 1013 top).
Open a further part and call Sleeve 40. Adjust the
following in the options for the sleeve:
• 4 segments
• grade sleeve hem as sleeve top
• sleeve head height as deduction from medium
armhole height.
Adjust a tolerance of 20mm in the Tolerances drag
area and in the Ease distribution area adjust ease of
approx 10mm in the 2nd and 3rd segment.
Construct a line from the shoulder point to the hem
in the direction of the grain. Separate the sleeve
head and the hem at this line.
Open a further part and insert the lines of the front.
Construct an auxiliary line with 3mm length from
the front/back pitch horizontally to the outside using
the Line 10 tool. Construct a second auxiliary line
with 10mm length from the shoulder point to the
outside in direction of the shoulder. Construct a
third auxiliary line of 5mm length for raising the
shoulder see Picture 10-13 bottom.

aux. line

2 and 3
1

1 horizontal line 3mm
2 lengthening shoulder 10mm
3 raising the shoulder 5mm
Picture 10-13

Insert the lines and points of the front sleeve into
the front. When inserting, use the insert transformation turn and move, clicking in the following order:
• sleeve pitch of sleeve
• shoulder point of sleeve
• end of 1st auxiliary line
• end of 2nd auxiliary line.
Construct a curve from the neckline to the sleeve
hem and attach the curve to the end of the third
auxiliary line and to the intersection upper arm line/
panel seam. Adjust the directions. Construct a yoke
line from the front pitch as a perpendicular onto the
centre front.
Proceed in the same way for the back.
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10.3 Complex Exercises
st

1 Exercise
Construct a yoke in the style
“Straight skirt” from Section
2.4 starting at 150mm on the
centre front or centre back and
ending at 75mm on the hip curve, measured from
the waist respectively. Then, move the yoke away
from the skirt with move dx=0 and dy=60.

2nd Exercise
In the construction Bodice 10 move the waist dart in
the front by 25mm towards the side seam and in the
back by 30mm towards the side seam. Use the
transformation type move (dx,dy). Grade in a number of sizes.

3rd Exercise
In the construction Bodice 20 construct two lines
parallel to the centre front from the neck/shoulder

point and from the front pitch to the hem. Perpendiculars are unsuitable, here in case the hem line is
altered interactively at a later time. Separate the
hem line at both lines and raster the hem line piece
in between with 5 points. Move one of the two lines
to the new raster points using the transformation
type move from point to point with the setting +copy.
Cut the spread lines at the shoulder.
4th Exercise
In the style “Straight skirt“ from Section 2.4 move
the dart into the panel seam. Construct a panel

Reset the move and now move the darts by the
respective dart width at waist height. Use the transformation type move from point to point.

seam at 33.3% from the centre front and centre
back, measured along the hem. Cut the panel seams
at the waist. Move the darts with move from point to
point into the panel seams. Draw new waist curves.
Note that the waist curves are to end at the dart
lines in a right angle.
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5th Exercise
In the style “Straight skirt“ from Section 2.4 rotate
the dart into the yoke. Construct a yoke starting at

perpendicular from the dart apex onto the hem.
Close the dart with the transformation type turn
about a turn point from point to point. You need a
copy of the perpendiculars. Close the hem.
7th Exercise
In the Bodice 10 construct a princess line and rotate
the bust dart into the panel seam. Use the transformation type turn about a turn point from point to
point.

150mm on the centre front and centre back, measured from the waist and ending at 80mm on the side
seam, measured from the waist. Lengthen the dart
to the yoke and close the dart with the transformation type turn about a turn point from point to point.
Make a copy of the yoke curve in the process.
6th Exercise
In the style “Straight skirt“ from Section 2.4 rotate
the dart into the hem. Delete the hip line and drop a

8th Exercise
Construct a yoke in Bodice 10 which runs through
the shoulder dart apex and rotate the shoulder dart
into the yoke line. Use the transformation type turn
about a turn point from point to point.
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9th Exercise
In the Trouser 10 with turn-up set to 0. construct a
yoke beginning 60mm from the waist on the side
seam and ending 120mm from the waist at the centre front. The yoke curve is to begin and end at right
angles. Attach the yoke curve to the dart apex.

11th Exercise
In the Bodice 10 relocate the bust dart into the side
seam and the shoulder dart into the armhole. Con-

Flare the side seam by 90mm at the hem and construct a new side seam. The inside leg is to be vertical (perpendicular line). The new hem curve is to
start 220mm from the hem at the side seam and end
100mm from the hem on the inside leg seam. The
curve is to begin and end at right angles. Move the
yoke upwards by 60mm. Insert the yoke into part
003 and the trouser front into part 004.
10th Exercise
In the style “Straight skirt“ from Section 2.4 construct a side panel with one pleat. Construct a line
from the dart apex parallel to the centre front. A
perpendicular is unsuitable in case the hem curve is
altered interactively at a later time. Then, construct
a yoke line starting 100mm from the waist on the
side seam and ending 50mm from the dart apex on
the auxiliary line. Move the pleat piece to the right
by 200mm and spread it at the auxiliary line from
the centre of the yoke. The spread amount at the
yoke is 30mm and 70mm at the hem.

struct a yoke in the front from the centre front to
the armhole. Relocate the yoke to the back with the
transformation type turn and move.
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12th Exercise
Mirror the back of Bodice 20 at the centre back. Use
the transformation type mirror at line.

15th Exercise
Open the style “Blouse with pin-tucks“ from 5th
exercise in section 8.6:

13th Exercise
In the front of Bodice 10 construct an overlap of
50mm at the centre front and a hem of 30mm with
a mitred corner at the centre front/hem.

Open two new parts 003 “back yoke“ and 004
“back“. Insert all lines and points you need to construct a yoke into part 003. Construct the seam

Mirror the allowances at the respective seam lines,
construct a diagonal line and mirror the diagonal line
at the seam lines. Close the corners.
14th Exercise
In the style “Straight skirt“ from Section 2.4 construct an inverted pleat with 50mm pleat content at
the centre front and a flared side seam. The hem is
to be mirrored. Set the text and the displayed symbols.
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allowances and the notches, adjust the part vertically
(align | part adjust vertical) and mirror the part at
the centre back. The centre back is now doubled
and one of the lines must be deleted. Set the grain
line symbol and a text.
Create part 004 “back“ in the same way, adding 2
pleats spread with a pleat content of 25mm and
construct the dart hoods.

60
60
100

50%

60

30

16 th Exercise
Call Skirt 20 and construct a panel seam with vent in
the front skirt. Relocate the dart in the back into the
side seam. Use the tool Parallel 10 and the functions
under transformation.
50%

50%
110

140

20

70

70

50

Detach the production pattern pieces, construct
the seam allowances and mark the seam lines as
dotted lines.
17th Exercise
Construct a skirt with panel seams and a pocket in
the front skirt from Skirt 20. Activate the grown-on
waistband in Skirt 20 and adjust it interactively. To
shape the skirt use the functions parallel, line from
point to point, curve new and transformation. Construct a vent in the centre back. Detach the produc-

tion pattern pieces, construct the seam allowances,
set symbols and mark the seam lines as dotted lines.
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The application of the construction parameter x
value and the resulting manifold styling options is
one of the outstanding features of Grafis. The skilful
use of x values allows for creation of style variations
or trend adjustments through adjustment of the x

values, only. A master in the application of Grafis can
be recognised through his creativity and farsightedness in the application of x values.
From the x values of the construction record you
will learn about the generation and application of
your own x values.
Construction parameters require abstract thinking
and ample time for learning their application. Therefore, the emphasis of this chapter, again, lies on the
exercises. Take time and complete the exercises.
The collar construction displayed is the result of an
exercise.
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11.1 The x values

Step-by-step guide

X values are size-related construction parameter.
The numerical values are logged in x value tables and
can represent lengths, distances, radius or angles,
for example. X values can be altered after completion of a style at any time. Thus, later modification of
the style is possible in a very effective manner. For
example, in the collar construction (title picture of
this chapter) the x values “collar stand” and “angle
for collar step” were altered.
There are three different types of x values:
• x values of non-interactive basic blocks,
• x values of the construction record and
• x values of all parts.
The difference relates to the validity of the respective type of x value. The application of x values is
identical for all types and is elaborated on the x
values of the construction record.
The x values of the interactive constructions can
only be edited in the drag environment and are
greyed out in the x value list.

⇒ Open the x value table from the pull-down menu

Display selections
List, part and display options

Extras via x value table or from the toolbox

⇒ Select the List: (global or active piece)
⇒ Select the index card (values of the part or 1st

basic block for the basic block of the part)

⇒ Adjust one of the view options Edit view, Short

view or Interpolation view

⇒ Add, edit or delete size-related x value assign-

ments
The x values of the basic blocks
Each basic block contains a prepared x value table.
The x values represent lengths, percent, or angles
which are variable according to the respective construction instruction, e.g. ease or position and length
of the darts. The implementation of the x value into
the basic block and pre-assignment of an appropriate value ensued by the developer of the basic
block. The user has the option to modify the basic
block to his own requirements by altering the x
values.

List of available measurement charts/sizes
It activates when adding a value entry.

Comment line
on the x value

X value table
value column
X value table
size column
(The standard value is
marked by _xxxxx_x .)

Picture 11-1
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The x values of the construction record
The x values of the construction record are user
defined and implemented during construction. Thus,
the respective construction step can be altered
later.
Before starting the construction consider for
which construction steps the use of x values
would be beneficial for flexible pattern modification!
In the following menus the use of x values offers
great modification options:
• parallel menu: distance for parallels
• raster menu: distance values and number of
points
• lengthen menu: values for lengthen by and
lengthen to
• sub-menu point construction: values for relative
length or partial length
• relocate dart menu: ...% of dart to be relocated
• spread menu: distance of spread line
• curves menu: bind starting point, final point and
base points of the curve new via the point construction sub-menu
• transformation menu: move amount, scale factor,
rotation angle
• points and lines menu: distance values, relative
values for point construction, length of a line
• circles and rectangles menu: radius of the circle,
height and width of the rectangle.
The x values of all parts (global x values)
Global x values apply to all parts of the style. They
can be used for example for:
• seam allowance self / lining,
• ease,
• distances for markings,
• adaptation factors for stretch etc.
The x values of all parts are additionally indicated with a G (for “global”); small and capital
letters have the same significance. Example: XG5
or xg5.
XG5 stands for the fifth x value of the x value table
of all parts whereas x5 stands for the fifth x value of
the construction record of the active part. This rule
applies to calculation with z values as well as direct
entry into numerical fields.
You can switch between record x value tables of
different parts in the „Grafis X Values“ window,
directly. Merely select the required part number
in the “Part:“ field.

Step-by-step guide for editing x values
⇒ Insert new x value into the x value table:

• Extras | X Values...
• Select the List: (active part or global)
• For List: active part: select the index card
Values of the part
• Click on Add New X Value. A maximum of 80
x values can be opened per part.
• Double-click the comment line and enter the
description for the new x value. Be careful to
use clear definitions!
• Double-click on the standard value (to the
right of _xxxxx_x=), enter the value and
<ENTER>
• possibly: insert size-related x value entries
• possibly: delete the last x value with Delete
Last X Value
• Quit with or with Close
⇒ Continue the construction and enter an x value
(e.g.: X2 oder XG1) instead of a numerical value
The Grafis - X values window
The Grafis - X values window offers the following
option for display of the required x value table (Picture 11-1).
List and index cards:
For each part one of the following x value tables can
be displayed:
• global (the x values of all parts) or
• the x values of the active part offered on a number of index cards. The index cards contain the x
values of the non-interactive basic blocks and the
x values of the construction record.
Select the required list under List: and then, click on
the card tag. The x value list of the interactive constructions remains greyed out.
Part:
Select the part for which the list of x values is to be
displayed.
Display options:
The x value table can be displayed in the options
• Edit view,
• Short view or
• Interpolation view.
The Edit view with all size entries is the most detailed option.
In the Short view only the x value numbers and
description and the standard value _xxxxx_x are
displayed.
Interpolated values for specific sizes can be viewed
in the Interpolation view after having clicked the
size in the Size name field.
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Generate new x value and apply it to the construction
Open the list of x values of the construction record
via Extras | X values.. and select List: active part. The
file card active part is active. Switch to Edit view.
Open a number of new x values by clicking on Add
new x value and delete a few by clicking on Delete
last x value.
Name the first x value x1 "overlap width" by doubleclicking on the comment line and entering the text.
Now assign the standard value for x1 with 20 by
double-clicking to the right of _xxxxx_x= and entering 20. Name the second x value x2 "button position from bust point height" and assign this standard
value also with 20 (Picture 11-1).
Now call the construction Bodice 10 and construct a
parallel for the overlap (Picture 11-2). In the parallel
menu, enter the distance value x1 before clicking on
the centre front. This determins that the current
value of x1 will be used for construction of the next
parallel. Now click the centre front and the overlap
appears at a distance of 20mm.
Construct the first button position with a distance of
x2 from the bust point on the centre front. Use the
point construction point with distance to a base point
on a line with the distance value x2. First, the bust
point is to be clicked and then, the centre front in
direction hem.
Grade the construction in the sizes N40, N36, N44.
Stack at the bust point and measure. You will see a
result according to Picture 11-2 left.
x1=20
x2=20

x1=70
x2=70

Picture 11-2

In the x value list, alter the values of x1 and x2 to 70
respectively. After test run and grading you will see
the result according to Picture 11-2 right. Enter
other values.
Alterations to x values are only visible after test
run and grading.
An x value must be defined before it can be used
in a construction step. Should this not be the
case, Grafis will refuse processing.
Whether an x value is interpreted in mm, in percent or in degrees depends on the function with
which the x value is used. When entering the x
value as a relative length, the x value is used as a
percentage. When entering the x value as a rotation
angle, the x value is an angle in degrees.
Redirecting an x value
From Version 9 recorded x values can be redirected
to global x values. The character set in the comment
line of the respective x value is supplemented with
=>{XG4}, here for the redirection to the fourth
global x value. If this character set is removed, the
original values apply. The production patterns of the
pocket modules contain x values for seam allowance. If you control the seam allowance for your
styles via the global x value XG2 you can supplement the comment line of the seam allowance x
value in the production pattern with the character
set =>{XG2}.
Size-related x values
Adding, editing and deleting size-related x values can
ensue in the Edit view, only.
To add x value entries the x value or one of the
corresponding size-related x value entries are to be
highlighted. The list of available measurement charts
from which measurement charts can be selected by
clicking opens to the right. Each selected measurement chart is accepted into the x value table.
A size can be assigned a value, only if it is available as a measurement chart on the workstation!
Adding new x value entries is followed by editing
the values by double-click on the numerical value or
clicking on Edit Entry. With Edit Entry the next numerical value is offered, automatically.
To delete or edit x value entries the entry is to be
highlighted and Remove Size is to be clicked.
Opening new x values or deleting existing x values
is not possible with x values of the basic block.
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Construct a yoke in the back of Bodice 10. The start
of the yoke at the centre back is to be controlled via
x3 and the end of the yoke at the armhole via x4.
Enter the x values x3 (100mm) and x4 (70mm) and
construct a curve starting vertically on the centre
back at a partial length with plg=x3 and ending horizontally at the armhole with plg=x4. The measurements are taken along the curves from the neck
to the hem respectively. Grade the sizes N36 to
N44 and stack at the neck. The result is shown in
Picture 11-3 left.

Picture 11-3

The start of the yoke on the centre back is to be
size-dependent and altered by 10mm from size to
size. Select one of the lines of the respective x value
x3 (Picture 11-4). The list of existing measurement
charts/sizes opens. From this list you transfer the
sizes N40 and N42 with a simple click. Having double-clicked on the line of size N40, enter the value
120 and in the line for size N42 enter the value 130.

Now close the X value window, grade and stack.
You obtain a result according to Picture 11-3 right.
Rules for size related value assignment
X values can be altered in correspondence with the
size. However, it is not necessary to assign each size
with a value. The following cases apply:
Case 1: The x value is identical for all sizes
In this case, only the standard value _xxxxx_x is to
be assigned. Further entries are not necessary.
Case 2: The x value is to be identical for all sizes
of the same figure type
The standard measurement charts are organised
according to measurement
system and figure type.
For example, the Optimass measurement system distinguishes between
narrow hips/ normal hips/
wide hips and additionally
between short/ regular/
long.
If only one size of a figure
type is assigned a value
this value applies to all
other sizes of this figure
type, see picture 11-5.

To set a size entry,
select one of the lines
of the respective x value.

The list of available measurement charts/ sizes
opens for adding a size entry.

Picture 11-4
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You can find more information on figure types in
Chapter 2 in the section “Work with measurement
charts”.
value
___N38_0 = 25.0
25.0

32

34

36

38

40

42

size N…

44

Picture 11-5

Case 3: An even alteration to the x values for the
sizes within a figure type is to ensue
value

___N40_0 = 26.0

26.0
24.0
___N38_0 = 24.0

32

34

36

38

40

42

size N…

44

Picture 11-6

In this case it is sufficient to assign two sizes of the
relative figure type with the required x values. The
even alteration of the x value is continued throughout all sizes of the figure type, see picture 11-6.
Case 4: The x value is to be altered unevenly
within a figure type.
value

___N42_0 = 28.0

28.0
24.0
___N38_0 = 24.0
___N36_0 = 24.0

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

size N…

Picture 11-7

In this case it is necessary to assign values to a number of sizes. The following rule applies: an even
alteration of the x value ensues between two adjacent sizes. The even alteration continues for the
sizes before the first and after the last entered size,

but for the respective figure type, only, see picture
11-7.
These rules apply to standard sizes of a figure
type, only.
Individual measurement charts can be assigned x
values, also. Furthermore, an individual measurement chart can be assigned the x value of a
standard size via x value references, see section
11.3.
Enter the x values absolutely necessary for the
required dependency into the x value table, only.
This makes care easier and reduces mistakes.
After having altered x value entries test run
should always ensue!
Exercise
Create a shirt with flared hem from Bodice 10 with
portions of the bust dart being relocated into side
seam and hem depending on the size. In the smaller
sizes up to size N40 the complete bust dart is to be
relocated into the hem. From size N42, 25% of the
bust dart are to be relocated into the side seam and
75% into the hem. From size N46, 50% are to
remain as bust dart and the remaining 50% are to
be relocated into the hem.
Call Bodice 10 and delete auxiliary points and lines
which are not required.
Generate two x values:
x1 portion bust dart in side seam
25.
x2 portion bust dart in hem
25.
Note: With this pre-assignment of the x values, all
darts initially remain open so that correct dart hoods
and allowances can be constructed.
Relocate the bust dart into the side seam with the
function relocate dart, entering "x1" as value for the
dart portion. Relocate additional lines and points such
as the front pitch for example. Relocate a further
portion of "x2"% into the hem.
Construct a single dart hood for the bust dart and
the dart in the side seam. Link the hem as a curve.
Then, link the side seam and the shoulder as a continuous line sequence including the dart hood lines.
Then, construct the parallels to ensure that the
seam allowances are also created correctly when
the dart is closed.
Generate two global x values for the allowances:
x1 general seam allowance
10.
x2 hem allowance
20.
Construct the seam allowances at side seam, armhole etc using "xg1".
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The hem allowance is created with "xg2". You will
obtain a result according to Picture 11-8.

25%

25%

Picture 11-8

Only now, adjust the x values according to the instructions:
x1 portion bust dart in side seam
_xxxxx_x = 25.000
___N38_0 = 0.000
___N40_0 = 0.000
___N42_0 = 25.000
___N44_0 = 25.000
___N46_0 = 0.000
___N48_0 = 0.000
N36

N42

N38

N44

N40

N46

Picture 11-9

x2 portion bust dart in hem
_xxxxx_x = 25.000
___N38_0 = 100.000
___N40_0 = 100.000
___N42_0 = 75.000
___N44_0 = 75.000
___N46_0 = 50.000
___N48_0 = 50.000
Sizes N38 and N48 were also assigned with a
value to ensure that the dart distribution does
not change further in the following smaller or
larger sizes.
For example, if no value is assigned to size N48, the
value for size N48 would be calculated from the
values for N44 and N46 via extrapolation. In this
case x1 would equal -25 and x2 would equal 25.
Ensure realistic values also for very small and
very large sizes when using size-dependent x
values!
With the listed x values you obtain a result according
to Picture 11-9.
Checking the calculation of x values
Checking x value calculations is made easy with the
Interpolation view option (Picture 11-10). Highlight
the respective sizes in the Size name list. In the x
value table only the x values of the respective size
are displayed, see also Picture 11-10. Additionally,
the sizes used for calculating the x value are stated.
The calculation variations are displayed as shown for
size N36:
1. The standard value applies to the respective size
(_xxxxx_x), e.g.:
x1
overlap width
___N36_0: [_xxxxx_x]
2. A specific value is assigned to the respective size,
e.g.:
x1
overlap width
___N36_0: [___N36_0]
3. For the figure type of the respective size only
one size entry is available (here: size ___N40_0);
it applies to the respective size, also, e.g.:
x1
overlap width
___N36_0: [___N40_0]
4. The x value of the respective size is calculated
from two size entries (i.e.: size ___N42_0 and
size ___N46_0), e.g.:
x1
overlap width
___N36_0: [___N42_0/___N46_0]
Exercise
Alter the x value table of the first construction of
this chapter as follows:
x1 overlap width
_xxxxx_x = 20.0
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X value for size highlighted on the right
Size entries on which the calculation is based.

Picture 11-10

x2

button position on CF from bust point
_xxxxx_x = 20.0
x3 start of yoke on CB from neck
_xxxxx_x = 120.0
___N38_0 = 120.0
___N40_0 = 120.0
___N42_0 = 130.0
___N46_0 = 150.0
___N52_0 = 155.0
x4 end of yoke on armhole from shoulder
_xxxxx_x = 70.0
Reflect which value x3 has in the sizes N34, N36,
N38, N44, N46, N48 and N52. Then switch to the
interpolation view and select the respective sizes
one after the other in the Size name list. For size
___N36_0 all information appears according to
Picture 11-10.
Analyse the displayed values with graphic representation like Picture 11-5 to 11-7.
Analyse the values
for other figure
types. Supplement
the x value table
with your own entries and check the
implications on the x
values of other sizes.
Start test run, grading
and measure.

Additional functions
The pin is an echo and cannot be clicked. While the
pin is visible, the x values of the selected part are
shown, even if another part has been activated by
clicking in the main window. If the pin is not visible,
the x values of the active part are indicated automatically.
In Grafis Setup advanced users can activate the option Additional functions in the x value window, see
Picture 11-11. These additional options help during
visual adjustment of the user's x values. With the
buttons test run and grading, the active part can
quickly be calculated after having altered the values.
Automatic grading with / without successors and Automatic test run starts automatic calculation of the
construction after alteration of values. Hold value
entry activates the hold function for the altered x
value.

Picture 11-11
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11.2 Size-dependent adjustment of interactive constructions
Step-by-step guide
⇒ Assign size table with at least the sizes to be
adjusted
⇒ Activate construction with double-click or from
the overview with <F12>
⇒ Select the drag area in which drag points are to
be adjusted size-dependently
⇒ Open the Break sizes window by clicking on
break sizes in the menu on the right
⇒ Transfer break sizes
⇒ Make size-dependent adjustments to individual
drag points either
• in each size or
• in one size, maintaining the set increments.
The aids stack and ruler can be used during dragging.
How does drag work?
Each interactive construction is variably adjustable
via a multitude of x values. As opposed to the x
values of the construction record, the x values of the
interactive construction are „visible“ through drag
points. Moving a drag point alters one or two x
values. You can see the value of the current x value
and its number in the value window (Picture 11-13).
The construction is recalculated after each alteration
of the value. The effect on the complete construction is immediately visible. As the logic of a construction, for example of a bodice, can be extensive,
powerful computers should be used. Otherwise, the
construction changes in jumps. If this is the case for
you check whether a raster is active. If not, you
should continue working on a computer with higher
clock speed.
Size-dependent adjustment of an interactive construction means adjusting the x values of the construction depending on size.
Select break sizes
First, assign the size table with at least
the sizes you probably need as break
sizes. Then, activate the construction
with double-click or with <F12> and
select the drag area in which the drag
points are to be adjusted sizedependently. Click on break sizes in
the menu on the right. The Break sizes
window opens (Picture 11-12).

The list of break sizes in Picture 11-12 contains all
sizes which can become break sizes of the active
drag area. These are all activated sizes of the size
table or their reference size. Further information on
reference sizes can be found in section 11.3. The
first position of the list is occupied by the base size.
The base size of the interactive construction is the
size, which is adjusted interactively if no other break
sizes are activated. The size in the first position in
the size table is automatically also the base size of
the interactive construction.
Open a new style and call the basic block Skirt 20.
The skirt is to be graded in the sizes _N34 to _N46.
Enter these sizes into the size table. The first position of the size table is still to be assigned with
_N38. Grade the construction. The width of the
skirt changes across the sizes but not its length. The
skirt length is to be adjusted to a constant 600mm
for the smaller sizes up to _N40 and 700mm from
size _N42 upwards. Activate the construction Skirt
20 and change to the drag area Line relocation. Click
on the button break sizes in the menu on the right. A
window opens as shown in Picture 11-12. Activate
the sizes _N40, _N42 and _N46 and end selection
of break sizes with <OK>.
Only sizes (or their reference size – see section
11.3) listed and activated in the size table can be
adjusted interactively.
The value window
The break sizes activated in the drag area appear in
the value window, see Pictures 11-12 and 11-13.
. Each size
Click on the left of the two buttons
can now be dragged individually or adjusted with
values. Use this display option while no grade has
been determined for this drag point.
. In this
Click on the right of the two buttons
display option you can
• edit the increments with numeric values
or
• adjust one of the offered sizes
interactively, maintaining the increments. The other sizes are altered respectively after release of
the mouse button.

Picture 11-12
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The list of break sizes in Picture 11-14 belongs to a
drag area in which initially the normal _N sizes
_N38, _N40, _N42, _N44 and _N46 had been adjusted. Additionally, the short sizes are to be adjusted. These have already been entered in the size
table and activated in the break size table. If the
Grafis - Break sizes dialogue is now closed with OK,
all short break sizes will be assigned the values of
base size _N38.

Picture 11-13

Set the skirt length in the drag area Line relocation of
Skirt 20 as shown in Picture 11-13. Then, quit the
interactive environment and grade in the sizes _N34
to _N46. The x value for the skirt length is calculated according to the rules of section 11.1. Thus,
the skirt is 600mm long in the smaller sizes up to
N40 and 700mm long in the larger sizes from N42
upwards.
Transfer values from break size to break size
A
construction
prepared for normal _N sizes is
now also to be
produced in short
_S sizes. If you
have not been able
to immerse yourself in the alternative break size
from section 11.4,
simply activate the
respective
short
sizes as break sizes
and assign the
values of the normal sizes. This
process is only
required in drag
areas with more
than one break
size.

Picture 11-14

Picture 11-15

For a suitable pre-assignment of the short sizes, click
on Transfer values>>. The Grafis - Break sizes dialogue changes according to Picture 11-15 right.
Now click in the column Values of..., select the corresponding size from the normal figure type in the
and
column Transfer values from... confirm with
continue assigning values with the next short size.
After having clicked OK all sizes of the first column
Break size will be assigned with the values from the
sizes of the column Values of....
This transfer of values is a one time operation.
There is no permanent link such as is possible
with the alternative break size from section 11.4.
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11.3 The x value reference
In the size table you can find the column x reference
(Picture 11-16), which influences the calculation of x
values.
All sizes for which an entry exists in the 'x reference' column of the size table are calculated with
the x values of the assigned x value reference size
(short: x reference).
The measurement chart in this column...

... is graded with the x values of the
measurement chart of this column.

Picture 11-16

With the x value reference, measurement charts/
sizes in the size list are assigned with x values of
other measurement charts/ sizes.
The x value reference is usually used to assign the
x values of a standard measurement chart to an
individual measurement chart.
When entering an individual measurement chart into
the size table, the x value reference is assigned by
default with the standard size on which the individual measurement chart is based. If no x value reference is entered the standard value applies to individual measurement charts. Entering, editing and deleting the x value reference ensues analogous to editing
the measurement chart column.
Open a new style and call Tailored
jacket 20 from the folder Grafis Bodices
| Mens bodices and load the standard
mens sizes _HN48 to _HN58 into the
size table. In the interactive environment of Tailored jacket 20 adjust the
option Style length based on x value. Go
to the Line relocation drag area and
open the list of break sizes. In addition to base size
_HN48 activate the size _HN58 as break size and
close the list. Activate the drag point for the style
length and adjust it to 790mm in size _HN48 and to
830mm in size _HN58. Then, grade all sizes.

Picture 11-17

Now, the jacket is to be graded with companyspecific body measurements. Set up an individual
grade run from ’HAKA48’ to ’HAKA58’ based on
the standard figure type _HN. Alter the grade run of
the bust and lower hip circumferences. Enter the
individual sizes ’HAKA48’ to ’HAKA58’ into the size
table and grade. Through application of the x value
reference to the standard sizes _HN, the size dependent style length of the _HN sizes is applied to
the individual ’HAKA’ sizes, see Picture 11-17. Now,
remove the x value reference in the size table and
grade again. The style length is now applied based
on the settings of the base size.

11.4 The alternative reference size
This section is for advanced users. Beginners are
advised to read through all application examples
and then, come back at a later date for a more
detailed look if required.
The alternative reference size has been developed
for Grafis Version 11. It has system-wide effect and
should therefore, only be applied by experienced
Grafis users. The function has been developed to
allow users to apply changes to x values quickly from
one figure type to another figure type. The alternative reference size is particularly interesting for
• companies, which manufacture styles for different figure types and
• made-to-measure studios where styles are
developed in a standard size range and then, adjusted to individual customers' wishes.
Please note the application examples on the following pages.
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Assigning an alternative reference size
Open a style and make size-dependent adjustments
for figure type ’_N’. Switch on the alternative reference size in the Grafis Setup. An additional column,
alt. reference appears in the size table into which
standard measurement charts can be entered. The
size in the alt. reference column acts as alternative
reference size to the size in the second column.

Priority for search of a matching size entry for
grade rules of single grade points:
1.
1.

1.

Rules and effects of the alternative reference
size
The alternative reference size takes effect if no settings have been saved for the size to be graded in
the following areas
• individual x values (Chapter 11),
• individual drag areas of interactive constructions,
• individual grade points in grade rule grading and
• curve adjustments.
The alternative reference size is a 'deviation' size
if for this size or its x value reference no settings
are entered in the above four cases.
When calculating a value in one of the above four
cases, a matching size entry is searched according to
a pre-set priority. This priority is slightly different
during grade rule grading as no grade rules can be
saved for an individual measurement chart. The
numbers in Pictures 11-18 and 11-19 state the priority for search of a matching size entry.
Priority for search of a matching size entry for
x values, in drag areas and for curves:
1.
1.

1.
1.

2.
2.

1.

2.

1.
1.

2.

Picture 11-18

2.

1.

2.

1.

2.
1.

Picture 11-19

Summary
• The application of the alternative reference size
is only useful if a style is to be manufactured in
different figure types or if a prepared style is to
be adjusted specifically for a particular person.
• The alternative reference size is a 'deviation' size
if for the size or its x value reference no settings
have been saved.
• The alternative reference size effects the x values of a construction, adjustments to interactive
constructions, curve adjustments and grading
with grade rules.
• As a rule, a style should be completely adjusted
and checked for one figure type. Only then,
should the style be adjusted for further figure types or for particular persons via the use of the alternative reference size.
• Take notes for each style detailing exactly which
part/construction of the style has been globally
adjusted and in which parts/constructions specific adjustments have been made for the different figure types or a particular person. Only with
good documentation can the style development
be recreated at a later date.
• During grade rule grading the grade of one figure
type can be transferred once onto another figure
type.
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1st Application example
Corporate outfit with individual adjustments
For the corporate outfit of a company, a puffball
skirt has been developed in sizes _N34 to _N44,
tested and approved by the customer. Colleague
Karen requires a special fit: the skirt is to be 10cm
longer than the standard size range. Karen's body

Picture 11-20

measurements have been taken and saved as an
individual measurement chart. The nearest stardard
size is _N40.
Adjust your size table according to Picture 11-20.
Currently, the size KAREN is graded based on body
measurements. The skirt length for this size is identical with the skirt length in size _N40. Activate the
interactive skirt basic block, change to the drag area

Picture 11-21

line relocation and load the size KAREN as an additional break size, see Picture 11-21. Ensure that size
KAREN has been pre-assigned the values of _N40.
Now, lengthen the skirt in size KAREN to the desired length and grade with a result according to
Picture 11-22.
Please note that the size KAREN has otherwise
been graded according to the settings for _N40 and
the set body measurements.

Picture 11-22
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2nd Application example
Creation of a jacket style for different figure
types
A jacket has been developed from the interactive
constructions Bodice 50, Front part 30, Front edge 30
and Back part 40, see Picture 11-25. The jacket has

Picture 11-23

already been adjusted for sizes _N38 to _N42. In
addition to the normal sizes, short and long sizes are
to be produced. The basic adjustments such as seam
allowances must be the same in all figure types. Only
the position of the pocket is to be adjusted.
Prepare your size table according to Picture 11-23
and grade. Activate the Front part 30 tool and
change to the drag area Pocket opening. Insert two
break sizes in this drag area: _S38 for the short sizes
and _L38 for the long sizes. Adjust the pocket open-

Picture 11-25

ing in sizes _S38 and _L38 according to
your ideas, see Picture 11-24.
Then, grade sizes _N38, _S38 and _L38
with a result similar to Picture 11-25.

Picture 11-24
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3rd Application example
Creation of an imported trouser pattern in
short sizes
A trouser pattern has been imported in sizes _36 to
_44. The imported pattern looks similar to Picture
11-26 in sizes 38 and 42.

Picture 11-26

The trousers are now to be manufactured in short
sizes also. The pattern must not be altered in the hip
area. Only the grade rules at the hem are to be
adjusted for the short sizes.

Picture 11-28

The hem is now 10cm shorter in the short sizes, see
Picture 11-29.

Picture 11-29
Picture 11-27

Set up the size table according to Picture 11-27.
Activate the grade rule pattern of the trouser back
and adjust the three grade points at the hem for the
short size figure type manually by entering values
according to Picture 11-28.

The alternative reference sizes _36 to _44 must
be referenced permanently to ensure the required grading.
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4th Application example
Transfer of an imported grade to another figure type
A trouser pattern has been imported in sizes _36 to
_44. The imported pattern looks similar to Picture
11-26 in sizes 38 and 42. The grade is to be applied
to sizes _N36 to _N44, _S36 to _S44 and _L36 to
_L44 to be adjusted for other figure types at a later
date.

• quit grade rule pattern with
• save changes in record?: Yes
• activate next part
In this way, the grade rules of the sizes of figure type
_36 to _44 are transferred to the figure types _N,
_S and _L. New break sizes have been inserted in all
grade rule tables for the sizes activated in the size
table, see Picture 11-31.
You can now remove the alternative reference
size and adjust the grade rule patterns in the
figure types _N, _S and _L separately. In the
figure types _N, _S and _L the alternative reference size is no longer effective as the grade rule
tables of all points now have values in all parts for
these figure types.
Alter the size table according to Picture 11-32 and
grade.

Picture 11-30

Set up your size table according to Picture 11-30
and grade all sizes. Activate all parts of the imported
pattern one after the other and select
• Rule pattern | Extract Grade Rule Pattern
• extract

Picture 11-32

In case some parts are identical in the figure types
_N, _S and _L, you can continue to work with the
alternative reference size
in the style. These parts
are graded in the _N sizes
only and then, start Extract
Grade Rule Pattern. Thus,
in these parts only grade
rules for the _N sizes are
saved. The alternative
reference size for the _S
and _L sizes must point
permanently to the _N
sizes. The grading of parts
with grade rules in _N, _S
and _L ensues according
to the set grade rules,
independent of an alternative reference.
Picture 11-31
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5th Application example
Creation of a swimsuit in different cup sizes
A swimsuit has been developed from the basic block
Bodice 80, see Picture 11-33.

Picture 11-34

Picture 11-33

The swimsuit has already been adjusted for cup size
A and the underbust sizes A65 to A95. In addition to
the A cup sizes, the swimsuit is to be adjusted for B
and C cup sizes.

Create your size table according to Picture 11-35
and grade. Activate
the curve for the cup
shaping, load additional break sizes for
the B and C cup sizes
and
interactively
adjust the cup shape,
see Picture 11-34.
Then, grade all A, B
and C cup sizes with
a result similar to
Picture 11-36.
Picture 11-35

Picture 11-36
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11.5 Exercises on X values
1st Exercise
Call the basic block Skirt 20, design a yoke and a
separate panel in the lower part of the skirt which
can be modified via x values with curves new.
X value assignment:
x1 Yoke centre front [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 150.000
x2 Yoke side seam [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 75.000
x3 Yoke centre back [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 150.000
x4 Lower skirt part centre front [%]
_xxxxx_x = 25.000
x5 Lower skirt part side seam [%]
_xxxxx_x = 15.000
x6 Lower skirt part centre back [%]
_xxxxx_x = 25.000
X1=150mm

X value assignment:
x1 first pleat from neck [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 10.000
x2 pleat content shoulder [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 40.000
x3 pleat content hem [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 40.000

X3=150mm
X2=75mm

X4=25%

X5=15%

X6=25%

2nd Exercise
Create a shirt blouse with three variable pleats in
the back from Bodice 10. Adjust the following options:
• centre back fold
• straight side seams
Close the shoulder dart and the waist dart. Then,
delete all auxiliary lines and shorten the piece to the
waist. Link the shoulder. Construct a point on the
shoulder at a distance of x1=10mm from the neck.
The first spread line is to begin at this point. Starting
at this new point construct a point sequence of 4
equally distributed points along the shoulder. Construct three spread lines to the hem. Spread the
three pleats, controlling the pleat content at the
shoulder via x2=40mm and the pleat content at the
hem via x3=40mm. Close the pleats at the shoulder
with a single dart hood and link the hem. Link the
shoulder and dart hood lines with link single.

Alter the pleat content as displayed by altering the
values for x2 and x3. After test run the construction
is changed accordingly.
3rd Exercise
Construct a simple collar with distances variable via
x values where indicated.

X8

X4
X7

X3
X6

X2
X1

The pre-assignment for the x values is
lows:
X1=150.0 X2=35.0
X3=20.0
X5=40.0
X6=45.0
X7=80.0
With this pre-assignment the displayed
ated.

X5

to be as folX4=40.0
X8=155.0
collar is cre-
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Mirror the collar and delete superfluous points and
lines. Alter the x values x3 and x4 to 5mm increments per size and x6 to 10mm increments per size.
Grade the collar in the sizes N38, N40 and N42.
With the x value x1 the length of the neck seam can
be adjusted. All other x values mainly alter the shape
of the collar.

4th Exercise
Construct a shirt collar with indicated measurements variable via x values.
The pre-assignment for x values is to be as follows:
X1=10.0
X2=5.0
X3=10.0 X4=25.0
X5=65.0
X6=20.0
X7=20.0 X8=15.0
X9=10.0
X10=10.0 X11=66.0 X12=150.0
Assign all x values as the standard value indicated.
Activate the sizes N38 and N40 in the size table.
Alter the x value x11 so that it is 66. for size N38
and 50. for size N40. Grade the shirt collar construction.
Alter x11 so that it is 66. for all sizes.
Alter X4 and X10:
X4: ___N38_0=25.
___N40_0=15.

X10: ___N38_0=10.
___N40_0=20.
Again, grade the sizes N38 and N40.

The collar has not been aligned with the length
of the neckline. For a simple alignment, z values
are required, see Chapter 12.

X10 in °

X8
X9

X5

X4
X11/100*X12 (X11 in %)

X6

X1
X12

X2

X7

X3 in °
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5th Exercise
Create fashionable trousers with a zip in the left side
seam from Trouser 10.
Create and label the following parts in the part list:
001 basic trouser shape
002 developm. trouser
003 PP yoke ft
004 PP yoke bk left
005 PP ft left
006 PP bk left
007 PP yoke bk right
008 PP ft right
009 PP bk right
Call the basic block Trouser 10 into part 001, set the
hem turn-up to 0. and close the second dart in the
trouser back. Insert part 001 into part 002.
Create the style development in part 002, applying
the following x values:
x1 yoke ft ss from waist [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 60.
x2 yoke ft CF from waist [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 100.
x3 yoke bk CB from waist [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 120.
x4 flare ss [mm]
_xxxxx_x = 100.
x5 cut height ss from hip line [%]
_xxxxx_x = 75.
x6 cut height inside leg [%]
_xxxxx_x = 85.
X3

X1

X2

X1

X5

004
003

006

005

6th Exercise
Call the Skirt 20, interactively adjust straight side
seams, close the second dart in the skirt front and
move the first dart to 50%. Generate an x value for
the position of a panel seam in the hem, measured
from the centre front and construct the panel seam
starting at the end point of the dart. To achieve an
optically more flattering run of the panel seam in
larger sizes, the position of the panel seam at the
hem is altered size-dependently:
x1 position panel seam hem from CF in %
_xxxxx_x = 45.000
___N38_0 = 45.000
___N40_0 = 45.000
___N44_0 = 40.000
___N46_0 = 40.000

X5
X6
X4

X4

Derive the production patterns (PP) 003 to 009
from part 002 and develop them to production
standard. The pleat content in parts 005, 006, 008
and 009 is to be controlled via an x value of the part.
Parts 003 to 006 are displayed.

N40
N46
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the measurement chart of the measurement system.
The z values allow for calculation of construction
parameters with numerical values or values measured in the construction.
The emphasis of this chapter lies, again, with the
exercises for which you should take your time. The
gradeable basic blocks displayed are exercise results.

The g and z values complete the palette of construction parameters so that basic blocks can be drafted
from scratch. The g values deliver the relationship to
__________________________________________
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12.1 The g values
G values are the size values of the current measurement system which are logged in the well-known
measurement charts. g1 defines the first value of the
current measurement chart, g2 the second value
and so on. In the measurement system Optimass for
example g1 is the bust and g3 the height (see Picture
12-1). The measurement charts can be edited,
viewed and/or printed via Extras | Measurement
Charts....
Always consider the selected measurement system when working with g values!

In the Optimass measurement system in the circles
and rectangles menu enter width=G4 and
height=G3. Then, construct the rectangle by clicking
on rectangle. The lower left corner of the rectangle
is to be placed with point from x=y=0. Check the
result by measuring.
2nd Exercise
Construct a rectangle with the bust as width and
waist to floor as height. Grade the sizes N38, NB38,
N42 and NB42, see Picture 12-3.
In the Optimass measurement system in the circles
and rectangles menu enter width=G1 and

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

G10

Picture 12-1

G values are applied in the same way as x values. In
conjunction with the z values - which will follow they allow for drafting basic blocks on screen.
Exercises
1st Exercise
Construct a rectangle with the waist as the width
and the body height as the height. Grade in sizes
N38, NS38, N42 and NS42, see Picture 12-2.

height=G19. Then, construct the rectangle by clicking rectangle. The lower left corner is to be placed
with point from x=y=0.

G19
G1

G3

Picture 12-3

3rd Exercise
Construct the figure displayed in picture 12-4 or a
similar shape in the measurement system Optimass.
The circumference measurements are not halved or
quartered. The calculation of g values is possible
with the application of z values, see next section.

G4
Picture 12-2
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13% of
G3

12.2 The z values
G16

What are z values?
Z values are calculated construction parameters. For the
calculation of z values
• all defined construction
parameters (x, xg and g values),
• previously defined z values,
• measurements from the
construction, so-called process data,
• numerical and mathematical functions can be
used.
Defined z values are applied in the same way as x
values.

G17
G18

G1

G4
G3
G10

G2

Picture 12-4

In the points and lines menu construct a vertical line
with a length=G3, starting at the zero point using
line with point, direction and length. Then, carry out
the length division. The first point is to be constructed at a relative length=13. from the top. For
all further points use the function point at a distance
to a base point on a line with the distances G17, G18
and G10 respectively. Construction of the horizontal
lines ensues with line with point, direction and length
with the lengths G16, G1, G4 and G2. Close the
shape with line from point to point. Grade the figurine.

Entering and altering z values
Entering and altering z values is started with the
function key <F11> or via Extras | Z Values. With
few exceptions this is possible in all menus after test
run or a record function.
Pressing the <F11> key opens the z value entry
window (Picture 12-5). The z values with corresponding comment are entered into the List of Z
Values dialogue field.
In the lower part of the window you can find the list
of available z values with their calculation formula,
the calculated result in the base size and the comment. Having selected the z value, an existing z
value can be re-assigned. After correction of the
selected z value, the construction record runs to the
saved record step and re-determines the z value.
In addition, the z value list can be printed
or copied to the clipboard. The z value
list displays the record step during which
the z value was entered. A z value can
only be deleted if it is no longer required
for a correct record run. When resetting
the Grafis record the z values which are
part of the record step are also reset.
Use z values also for displaying warnings!
For example, if a distance may never be
smaller than 100mm, generate a z value
z..=Ab, enter the value 100 in the min
field and measure the distance after having pressed <ENTER>. In case the value
is actually smaller, a warning appears
"Warning: value fallen below minimum
z..=Ab". Ensure a suitable comment for
Picture 12-5 the z value!
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Syntax (spelling) of the z value entry
• Each instruction is to begin with z1= or z20=. It
is recommended to enter the z values in the given
ascending order.
• Small and capital letters have the same significance. Spaces are ignored.
• The calculation of expressions in brackets is possible.
• Angles are to be entered in degrees (e.g.: sin(45)
for the sine of 45 degrees).
• Grafis reports errors in mathematical expressions.
They are marked with a small arrow below the
position of the incorrect syntax.
• Defined x and g values, mathematical functions
and process data can be used to calculate z values
(see examples). Processing previously defined z
values is also possible.
The calculation of z values is recorded. Resetting
the record resets the z values also!
Permitted operators
for addition
+
for subtraction
for multiplication
*
for division
/
for exponent
#
Permitted operands
g values
g6
g6=sixth value of the current measurement chart
x values
x3
x3=third value of the x value table
(active part) of the current part
x values of all parts (see Chapter 11)
xg5
xg5=fifth value of the x value table of all
parts of the style
z value z4
z4
number numbers, e.g. 12; -12.0; 23.6, with the
point as decimal point
the constant pi (=3.1415927)
pi
Functions permitted as operands
cos for cosine
for sine
sin
tan for tangent
atn for arc-tangent
sqr for square root
btr for absolute value
Process data permitted as operands
full length of a clicked line
gL
direction of a line in the “click point”
Ri
x co-ordinate value of a point
xK
y co-ordinate value of a point
yK
Ab distance between two points

For the process data gL and Ri existing lines of the
construction are to be clicked. Process data xK, yK
and dist Ab determined with the point construction
sub-menu.
Examples for correct z values
z1= 12.3-124.3+100-33-.123
z2=123.4-pi+gL+sin(Ri-Ri)
z3=(gL+gL)*1.05+g1/100
Z4=z1+x12-g2/3.5+Ab
z5=sqr((xK-xK)#2+(yK-yK)#2)
theorem of Pythagoras
z6=atn(z1/z3)
Exercise on entering z values
Call the Bodice 10 and define two x values. Enter the
following z values. Scroll in the list of z values and
check the calculated values on the right side of the
list, see also Picture 12-5. The values apply to the
base size.
<F11> or Extras | Z Values...
z1=1+2+3+4+5 <ENTER>
z2=100-20
z3=5*5
z4=100/4
z5=Pi
the number Pi
z6=G3
body height in system Optimass
z7=G1/2
half of the bust
z8=G16/2
half of the neck
z9=G4/(2*Pi)
radius of a circle with circumference = waist
z10=GL+GL+GL <ENTER>
Now, you are requested three times to click a line.
In Bodice 10, you can click on the three armhole
lines of front and back one after the other. In this
case z10 equals the full length of the armhole
curves.
z11=(Ab+Ab)/2 <ENTER>
Measure the distance between the final points of the
side seams of front and back by clicking the points of
the side seam at the armhole and at the hem of the
front and back respectively. z11 is the average value
of this distance.
z12=x2+100
z13=z2/2
z14=(Ab+Ab+Ab+Ab)*2
Measure four distances between 2 points, respectively, e.g. the waist in front and back without darts.
z15=z3+z4
z16=sqr(16)
Define your own z values and combine different
functions, process data and construction parameters.
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Exercises on the application of g values in z
value calculations
1st Exercise
Construct a ½ circular skirt with the waist being
identical to the waist in the measurement chart and
a length of 615mm from waist. Draw the hip circle
at waist to hip (g10) + 30. The result is contained in
Picture 12-6.
Use the following z values:
z1=G4/(2*Pi)
z2=z1+G10+30.
z3=z1+615.

Exercises on the application of measurements
of the construction (process data) in z value
calculations
1st Exercise
Design a waistband with the length of the waist lines
in Skirt 20 (Picture 12-8).
z2

z1=gl+gl+gl

z1

z1

z2

z2=gl+gl+gl

z3

z2
z1
Picture 12-6

Grade the circular skirt in 5 sizes.
2nd Exercise
Construct a ½ circular skirt with g, x and z values.
The x value x1 is to be processed as an addition to
the hip circle and x2 is to define the skirt length.
Draw the hip circle again at a distance of waist to hip
+x1.
From this skirt construct 1/4, 1/3 and other panel
skirts (Picture 12-7).

Picture 12-8

Call the construction and reset the hem reduction
interactively and close the second dart. Open a new
part and insert the three waist lines of front and
back skirt respectively into the new part. Generate
two z values:
z1=gL+gL+gL waist lines front skirt
z2=gL+gL+gL waist lines back skirt
Generate an x value for the waistband height preset
to 40mm. Construct the waistband with z1, z2 and
x1. Set notches on the side seam positions. Mark the
centre back and centre front. Grade the skirt and
then the waistband. Check the measurements.
2nd Exercise
Create a waistband for the construction Trouser 10
(Picture 12-9) as in the 1st exercise.

Picture 12-7
st

The steps are analogous to the 1 Exercise with
x1=30 and x2=615 and the z values
Z1=G4/(2*Pi)
Z2=Z1+G10+X1
Z3=Z1+X2
Assign the x values with different values according to
the different figure types.

z1=gl+gl+gl

z2=gl+gl

Picture 12-9
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12.3 Complex Exercises
1st Exercise
Develop a bat wing construction from the basic block Bodice 30.

Z value list:
Z1=G2/2+X2
Z2 =Z1-(G4/2+X10)
Z3=X7/2
Z4=(Z2-X4*2-x7)/2

½ hip + addition
difference between hip
and waist width
½ dart width bk
½ dart width ft

X1
Z1 transfer
X2

Call the Bodice 30, insert the perimeter lines into
part 002 and transform the front and back to be
joined at the shoulder with turn and move. Align the
part with the shoulder vertical. Set up an x value for
the sleeve length and the half-width of the sleeve
hem. Lengthen the shoulder by the sleeve length x1
and construct the sleeve hem with x2. Connect the
sleeve hem with the hems of front and back with
two new curves. Transfer the length of the front
curve onto the back curve with the use of a z value.
Relocate the end point of the hem curve in the back
to the end of the back curve with manipulate curve.
2nd Exercise
Construct a straight skirt with g, x and z values.
X value table pre-assignment:
X1 skirt length in mm (600.)
X2 addition to ½ hip in mm (20.)
X3 lift waist at side seam in mm (10.)
X4 waist reduction side seam in mm (35)
X5 dart length bk in mm (130.)
X6 position dart bk from side seam in % (50.)
X7 dart width bk in mm (35.)
X8 dart length ft in mm (90.)
X9 position dart ft from side seam in % (30.)
X10 addition to ½ waist in mm (10.)
X11 hem reduction side seam in mm (15)

Then, alter the position of the two darts by changing
x6 and x9.
3rd Exercise
Construct a children’s hat with the values
X1 head circumference in mm (460.)
X2 hat height in mm (165.)
X3 head height in mm (80.)
X4 seam allowance in mm (40.)
Z1=X1/4 + 5

X2
Z1

X3

X4

Other hats can be obtained with different curve
forms for example.
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4th Exercise
Construct a stand-up collar with x, g and z values.
X1 collar inset in mm (20.)
X2 reduction in mm (2.)
X3 collar width in mm (30.)
Z1 =g16 / 2 - x2
or
Z1=gL+gL (neck lines in front and back)

X3

X1
Z1 / 2

Z1

5th Exercise
Construct a back with g, x and z values in the measurement system Mueller&Sohn Women.
X value table pre-assignments:
x1 style length in mm (700.)
x2 addition nape to scye in mm (20.)
x3 addition nape to waist in mm (20.)
x4 addition nape to hip in mm (0.)
x5 reduction waist in mm (20.)
x6 reduction hip in mm (20.)
x7 addition ½ across back in mm (20.)
z6

x8

G6

x10

x11
z1
z5

z4

z2
x5

x6

z3

x1

x8 raise neck at shoulder in mm (20.)
x9 ease for shoulder width in mm (15.)
x10 shoulder angle in mm (15.)
x11 armhole curve point in mm (7.)
Z values with the value in size 38:
z01=g7+x2
215.0
nape to scye + addition
z02=g8+x3
436.0
nape to waist + addition
z03=g9+x4
622.0
nape to hip + addition
z04=g13+x7
185.0
across back + addition
z05=g14*2/3
62.0
2/3 armhole diameter
z06=g16+x9
137.0
shoulder width + ease
6th Exercise
With the Pinch 20 tool pinch the side seam of the
front of Bodice 50 at 40mm, 30mm and 35mm. The
apex of the new dart is to be positioned at start,
centre and end of the waist dart respectively. Depending on the set pinch amount, the side seam of
the front is shortened. Therefore, measure the
remaining side seam between waist and hem in the
front with
z01=gl+gl+gl+gl
Lengthen the side seam of the back from the waist
to the length z01. The hem of the back must be
connected with the shortened side seam. Use the
function manipulate curve and attach the end point of
the hem to the side seam. Select a suitable transition
type, here type 4 and deposit the manipulated curve.
Refine the curve run a little with the refine function
from the same menu.
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7th Exercise
Bodice 50 is to be styled with panel seams. First,
construct a curve from the centre front to the waist
dart in the front. Interactively move the starting
point of the first curve along the centre front and
the final point along the line of the waist dart. A
second curve is to run from the waist dart to the
side seam. Both curves are to merge smoothly when
sewing the waist dart. Separate the waist dart at the
final point of the first curve and measure the length
of the waist dart to the waist:
Z01 = gl
When constructing the second curve, start the curve
at a partial length z01 from the waist and merge
smoothly into the side seam.
In the back, a third curve is to run from the side
seam to the waist dart. The second and third curve
are to merge smoothly as well when sewing the side
seam. Separate the front side seam at the final point
of the second line and measure the length of the
side seam to the waist:
Z02 = gl
The third curve now starts at a partial length z02 on
the back side seam and ends at a partial length z01
on the waist dart in the back.
Trace the production patterns, add seam allowances
and set the grain line symbol. Interactively, alter the
final point of the first curve and start test run all
parts.

Z01=

Z02=
=Z02

=Z01
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From Version 9 Grafis is delivered with interactive
Content
constructions. These constructions are very flexible
13.1 Interactive Bodice 50 .................................... 178
and can be called in a number of measurement sys13.2 Interactive Sleeve 30..................................... 188
tems.
13.3 Additional functions for adjusting
Content of this chapter is the application of interacinteractive constructions.............................. 194
tive constructions.
13.4 Reconstruct a digitized template pattern
with an interactive construction .................. 196
13.5 Designing the call list.................................... 198
__________________________________________
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13.1 Interactive Bodice 50
Basic options and adjustment systems are explained
using Bodice 50 as an example. These principles are

repeated in a similar way in the other constructions.
Drag points on curves for direction and shaping
points are not explored at this point as they are
identical to adjustments in the Link 10 tool, see
Chapter 5.1.
Picture 13-5 shows Bodice 50 with all its drag areas.
An overview of all options for Bodice 50 is displayed
in Picture 13-2 with an indication of the respective
drag area (DA) for each option.
Auxiliary adjustments
In the Positioning drag area, the front and the
combined armhole can be moved. These adjustments have no relevance for the construction.
Option Auxiliary measurements
This option displays important auxiliary measurements. We recommend having this option active.

Picture 13-1

All drag areas:
Display measurements

DA Centre back

DA Tolerances:
waist construction

DA Line reloc.:
style length

DA Side seam

DA Side seam:
outline identical?

DA Waist dart:
Position waist dart

DA Bust dart

DA Hem

DA Side seam:
straight or shaped?

DA Waist dart
DA Hem

DA Side seam:
grading centred?

DA Shoulder dart

DA Armhole

DA Bust dart

DA Armhole

Picture 13-2
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Drag area Tolerance horizontal and vertical

10

7

11

9

8

13

12

3
1
2

4

5
6
Width in torso area
1
Addition to bust girth, which is originally
added to the armhole diameter. Important,
see explanation on Bust girth.
2
Part of the tolerance added to bust girth for
front width. If this amount is increased, the
portion in the armhole diameter decreases.
3
Part of the bust girth tolerance for back
width. If this amount is increased, the
portion in the armhole diameter decreases.
4
Tolerance to waist girth; see topic Waist
construction on the next page.
5
Tolerance to hip girth
Balance between front and back
6
Shorten/ lengthen the front in relation to the
back
7
Shorten/ lengthen the front
8
Shorten/ lengthen the back; see topic Style
length on the next page

Adjust basic neckline
9
Basic front neck
10 Basic neck front – shoulder
11 Basic neck back – shoulder
NB: In this area the fit specific
characteristics of the neckline are
adjusted. All style specific adjustments are
made in the neckline drag area.
Adjust shoulder width
12 Addition to shoulder width front and back
13 Addition to shoulder width back only
Adjustments to the shoulder slope are made
with the shoulder drag area.

Picture 13-3

Bust girth
In the different measurement systems, one or more
of the four body measurements bust girth, front
width, back width and arm width are available. As
a rule, the bust girth is used for construction of the
bust line.

Only in the Optimass measurement system in
which all four body measurements are available,
the bust girth remains unconsidered.
NB: In Bodice 10, the arm width remains unconsidered. It is calculated from the bust girth. Further
information can be found in the help for the basic
block.
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Waist construction
If this option is active, the drag
point 4 in Picture 13-3 works as
tolerance to the waist girth.

Ú

If this alternative option is active,
the waist line is constructed in
relation to the bust line. The side
seam can be interactively adjusted
at waist height, see Picture 13-4. In
this case, the side seam does not
change if the dart content is altered.

Option Style length from…
The style length is adjusted in the Line relocation
drag area.
If this option is active, the style length is
constructed from the basic neck.
NB: With drag point 8 in picture 13-3,
the hem line moves in relation to the
given style length.

4

Ú

If this alternative option is active, the
style length is constructed from the
waist. During alteration with drag point 8
in picture 13-3, the hem line is not
moved.

4

Addition to waist girth; Important, see
explanations on Waist construction
Picture 13-4

Drag area Line relocation

1
2
3
4

5
1

4

9

5
6
7

6

8

2
10

9
10

Relocate armhole diameter line
Relocate waist
Relocate hip
Shorten/ lengthen side seam of
the back without balancing out
the side seam length. The front
or back side seam is pinched.
Relative height for drawing the
back width
Raise waist at front and back
side seam
Adjust style length (fit), see
explanations on Style length
Shorten a style in relation to the
Style length
Position auxiliary line for bust
measurement, see explanations
of Auxiliary line
Position auxiliary line for hip
measurement.

3
8

7
Picture 13-5
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Style length
Via switching options, the style length can be constructed from the neck or from the waist. It is adjusted at the centre back with drag point 7 in Picture
13-5. The following applies to drag points 7 and 8:
For pieces longer than hip depth, drag point 7 is
used and drag point 8 remains at zero. For pieces
shorter than hip depth, a company specific style
length is set and the piece is shortened with drag
point 8.
The style length with drag point 7 is required for
example for the construction of hem widening in
millimetres and for spreading/ overlapping the waist

dart in the hem. Due to logic of construction, it
must always be positioned below the hip.
Auxiliary line for bust measurement
Depending on the setting of this option, the line is either horizontal or
transformed in relation to the bust
point. The difference is particularly
obvious with the bust dart located in
the side seam.

Ú

Drag area Bust dart
First, the position of the bust dart must be adjusted via options. The bust dart can be located in the shoulder,
the side seam and the armhole, see Picture 13-6.
5
3

3

2

3

4
2
6

1

1
2
3
4
5

5

4

2

1

Relocate bust point
Adjust dart in %
Relocate a portion of the bust dart into the
centre front
Relocate a portion of the bust dart into the
armhole
Adjust position of the bust dart in the
contour. In case the dart is positioned in
the side seam, the option bust dart centre
horizontal yes/no applies, see text.

6
7

5

7

4

6
1

Shorten the dart
Pinch side seam, see text. The side seam
balance depends on the option style length
from… Before making alterations with
cursor 7, set the comparison!

Picture 13-6

Option Bust dart centre horizontal
If the bust dart is located in the
side seam, the option bust dart
centre horizontal yes/no applies.
Depending on the setting of this
option, the position is adjusted as
a distance to the armhole or in
relation to the horizontal.

Ú

Pinch side seam
If the bust dart is located in the side seam, it can be
increased/ decreased with drag point 7 in Picture
13-6. As a result, the front side seam is indirectly
pinched. The front and back side seam length are
corrected depending on the style length from... option as follows:
• Style length from neck … by spreading/ pinching
the front
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• Style length from waist … by spreading/ pinching
the back; NB: The style length from the neck is
altered!

Drag area Shoulder

1

Bust dart construction based on body measurement Upper front width
Only the measurement system Optimass offers the
option of constructing the bust dart with the bust
angle or with the upper front width:

3

2

If this option is active, the bust dart is
constructed on the basis of the bust
angle from the measurement chart.

Ú

If this alternative option is active, the
bust dart is constructed from the body
measurement G42, upper front width.
This is only possible within the Optimass
system as only Optimass contains this
measurement in the measurement chart.
In this case, the additional drag point 8 in
Picture 13-7 appears which can be used
for moving the construction line for the
upper front width. The bust dart is now
constructed with the dashed line starting
at drag point 8 becoming the upper
front width. This line indicates the narrowest area above the bust and is connected to the armhole pitch.

1
2
3

Dart content in mm
Length and direction of the dart
Position of the shoulder dart
Picture 13-8

NB: When altering the position of the shoulder
dart, the armhole in the back is also altered.
If the shoulder dart is to be moved in a tested pattern, set the comparison and then, reinstate the
original armhole shape via shoulder angle correction
in the Shoulder drag area.
Option Position shoulder dart
If this option is active, the
shoulder dart is positioned at a
relative length on the shoulder.

Ú
If this alternative option is
active, the zero position of the
shoulder dart is determined by
the position of the bust dart.
This option is only appropriate
if the bust dart is also located in
the shoulder.

8

Option Back panel

8 Only in Optimass: Addition to
body
measurement
G43
distance bust point Ù upper
front width, see text
Bust dart construction based
on body measurement Upper
front width
Picture 13-7

With this option, waist and
shoulder dart can be connected via an auxiliary line.
When using the Back part
tools, this option is not significant.
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Drag area Waist dart

5
3

1

7

6
4

2

8

9
1
2

3
4

Dart content in the front in mm
Dart content in the back in mm

NB:
Ù
When altering the dart content, the side seam
is only altered if the waist is constructed from
the waist girth; see explanation on Waist
construction, in drag area Tolerance horizontal
and vertical on previous pages.
Position for the top point of the front waist
dart in relation to the bust point
Distance of the top point of the waist dart
from the waist and horizontal position.

5
6
7
8
9
10

10

Rotate/ tilt the complete front dart
Rotate/ tilt complete back dart
Rotate/ tilt lower front dart
Rotate/ tilt lower back dart
Spread/ overlap front hem at style length
height
Spread/ overlap back hem at style length
height

Ù
The cursors 9 and 10 are only active if the
waist dart option open to hem has been
selected.

Ù
Depending on the option, the horizontal
position is determined relative to the waist or
to the back width
Picture 13-9

Position of the waist line
The position of the waist line is influenced in two drag areas:
Drag area Line relocation
• Total waist height
• Raise waist at side seam
Drag area Side seam
• Raise waist at centre front
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Drag area Centre front and Centre back

5

3

3

4

4

3

2
1
1
2

Angle centre front at style length height
Rotate/ tilt front construction about the
intersection of bust line and centre front

3
4
5

Adjust centre back at waist height
Adjust centre back at hip height
Adjust centre back at neck

Picture 13-10

Drag area Neckline

1

1

5

2

1
2
3

3

4

Increase neck at shoulder
Increase neck at centre front
Increase neck at centre back

4
5

Length of straight line at centre front
Length of straight line at centre back
Picture 13-11

NB: The fit of the neck has already been adjusted in the drag area Tolerance horizontal and vertical. In
the Neckline drag area, the neckline is shaped.
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Drag area Shoulder

5

5

3
4

1
2
3

1

2

4

3

4
5

Shoulder relocation at neck
Shoulder relocation at armhole
Shoulder angle in ft and bk

Additional shoulder angle for shoulder pad
Shoulder shaping in mm
Picture 13-12

Should the style be produced with a relocated
shoulder at a later date, the shoulder should be
relocated temporarily before calling the sleeve. For
a correct distribution of notches, the natural shoulder must be clicked, which is only visible with relocated shoulder.

NB: The fit specific shoulder angle is adjusted
with drag point 3 in Picture 13-12. In addition
and style-specific, you can add a further tolerance for shoulder pads with drag point 4. The
respective additional length in mm is shown in
brackets.
Drag area Armhole

3

1 and 2
3 and 4

1

2

4

Relocate front/back pitch
Relocate notch along the armhole in relation to
the front/back pitch
Picture 13-13

The option
adjusts the
number of segments in the armhole.
4 segments means two segments respectively in front and back, separated by the sleeve pitches
6/8/10 segments means 2/3/4 segments respectively above the
sleeve pitch
The number of segments in the armhole must be identical to the number of segments in the sleeve. It can
be altered subsequently.

The option
appears
from 6 segments upwards. It offers the
choice of adjusting the length of the
uppermost segment as a relative
length in % or as a partial length.
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Drag area Side seam

1 3

4 2

5

1
2

Side seam relocation without armhole alteration
Relocation of lower armhole point with armhole
alteration

3
4
5

Relocation of side seam up/ down to pinch
armhole, see text.
as cursor 3 but in the back
Asymmetrical correction of waist at centre front
only
Picture 13-14

Relocate side seam up/ down

With drag point 3 in Picture 13-14, the side seam
can be moved up/ down. This drag point is used for
shortening the armhole. The bust dart is indirectly
relocated into the hem area.
Options Contour identical side seam
Front and back side seams are
contour identical. The shape
of the side seam is adjusted in
the front.

Ú

Both side seams can be adjusted independent of each
other, see Picture 13-14 right.
Differences in length are adjusted at the front side seam.

Option Side seam straigth/ shaped
With this option, the side
seams are straight, see Picture
13-14 centre.

Option Side seam grading centred
If this option is active, the side
seam is graded proportionally
to the bust width and back
width.

If this option is active, the side
seam is graded by ¼ of the
bust increment independent
of the increments of the individual sections.
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Option Side seam direction
If this option is active for waist or
hip, the direction of the curves
can be adjusted independently
from each other.

If a continuous curve shape is
desired, this option should be
selected.

With the long direction handle, the curve direction of
the lower section is adjusted. Starting with this direction, the direction of the upper section can be influenced with the short direction handle. For a continuous curve shape, set the short direction handle to 0°.
Drag area Hem

1

4

5
1
2
3
4

6

3

8

2

Rotation point for side seam angle at hem at
style length height
Side seam angle at hem
Shorten/ lengthen side seam
Rotation point for centre front angle at hem

9
5
6
7
8
9

7

Centre front angle at hem
Rotation point for centre back angle at hem
Centre back angle at hem
Straight line at front hem
Straight line at back hem
Picture 13-15

Option Hem increase in mm/°
The increase on drag point 2 ensues in
millimetres or in degrees.

Option Hem direction at side seam
The hem direction is calculated
as a right angle to the side seam
or free or linked.
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13.2 Interactive Sleeve 30

DA Curve adjustment
(automatic length adjustment)

DA Curve adjustement

DA Curve adjustement

DA Ease distribution

All drag areas:
Display measurements

DA Finished
measurements

DA Underarm

DA Elbow

DA Line relocation

DA Hem

DA Curve adjustments

Picture 13-16

Using Sleeve 30 as an example, the principal options
and adjustment systems of all Grafis sleeves are
explained.
Calling the sleeve
All interactive Grafis sleeves are automatically adjusted to the armhole of the bodice. This automatic
adjustment is possible because various information
on the bodice is transferred by clicking when calling
the sleeve:
•
natural shoulder back
•
armhole back
•
back pitch
•
lower armhole point
•
front pitch
•
armhole front and
•
natural shoulder front.
The armhole in the front and the back must be a
continuous line sequence, respectively. The
front/back pitches and the lower armhole points
should imperatively be selected with click p (not
click pl). If the shoulder of the bodice has been
relocated towards the front or the back, the
natural shoulder must be clicked, i.e. the shoulder in its original position. The sleeve must not be
altered by shoulder relocation. The same applies
to the lower armhole point in case of a side seam
relocation.

In Grafis bodices, the natural shoulder is indicated as
a dashed line as soon as the shoulder has been relocated. We recommend relocating the shoulder before calling the sleeve and then, reinstating the original shoulder position after the sleeve has been
called. From Version 10 onwards the function Reset
‘Clicks’ can be used for correction of a completely
adjusted sleeve, see Chapter 14. In Grafis bodices,
the front armhole is separated so that the number of
objects is correct even in the case of bust dart in
armhole. Therefore, when calling the sleeve the
connected armhole should be clicked, normally
located between front and back.
Picture 13-16 shows an overview of all options for
Sleeve 30, indicating the corresponding drag areas.
Auxiliary adjustments

Auxiliary measurements option

This option displays important auxiliary measurements. We recommend having this option activated.
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Drag area Curve adjustment

1

3

4

2

8

7

9

6

5

Sleeve proportions
1 Sleeve height. Important, see Automatic
length adjustment.
2 Upper arm width. Important, see Automatic
length adjustment.
3 Ease in mm or % depending on the option.
Important, see Ease.
4 Relative position of the upper sleeve point
All not specifically explained points are shaping
points for the sleeve curve.

5
6

Directions and curve adjustment
5 Length of armhole curve section which is
transferred directly.
6 Direction of sleevehead at beginning/ end, if
cursor 5 is set to 0
7 Adjustment of common direction of the
sleevehead front and back in the upper
sleeve point
8 Difference direction of the back sleeve curve.
If the difference direction does not equal
zero, the sleevehead has a kink in the upper
sleeve point.
9 Length of curve adjustment at back sleeve
seam
Picture 13-17
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Automatic length adjustment
When constructing a sleevehead, three construction
measurements are dependant
on one another:
• sleevehead height
• upper arm width and
• sleevehead length.

The
sleevehead
length
equals the length of the armhole lines plus ease.
Generally, two of these construction measurements are given and the third measurement results from these settings.

Ú

If this option is active, automatic
length adjustment is applied. The
sleevehead height or the upperarm
width are adjusted so that the given
sleevehead length is achieved.
Automatic length adjustment can
ensue in four variations; see option
Length adjustment as...
If this alternative option is active,
the automatic length adjustment is
switched off. Sleevehead height and
upperarm width are given and the
sleevehead length is a result from
the construction. Select this option
only if the sleevehead from a digitised template is to be transferred.
Switch automatic length adjustment
back on after the transfer.

Option Length adjustment as...
If automatic length adjustment is active, sleevehead
height and upperarm width are automatically adjusted to achieve the given sleevehead length. The
ease can be adjusted size dependantly. The length
adjustment can ensue in four variations:
Sleevehead height is set as a finished measurement with break
sizes. Upperarm width is a result
from the construction.

The upperarm width is set as a
finished measurement with break
sizes. Sleevehead height is a result
from the construction.
The sleevehead height is adjusted
starting from the centre armhole
height. Upperarm width is a result
from the construction.
The sleevehead height is graded proportionally to the average armhole height, even without break sizes.

The upperarm width is adjusted
starting with the upperarm girth
measurement. Sleevehead height
is a result from the construction.
The upperarm width is graded proportionally
to the upperarm girth even without break
sizes.
Ease

Ú

The adjustable ease, adjusted with
drag point 3 in Picture 13-17 is
calculated as a percentage value of
the armhole length.
The ease is calculated as a length in
millimetres.

Option Mirror lower armhole point at angled or
straight sleeve fold line …
This option determines whether
the lower armhole
point is mirrored
at the straight
break line or the
angled break line.
The lower armhole point can be
moved up/ down
in the Line relocation drag area.
This option has an
impact on the
adjustment of the
elbow.

Ù

Option Mirrored curve …
With this option, the mirrored
sleevehead curve can be made
visible additionally and temporarily in the Curve adjustment drag
area.

Ú

Option Straight line front… or straight line
back...
With this option, a straight line is
switched on/ off between the
second and the third shaping
point. This option is available for
the front and back sleeve.

Ú
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Drag area Ease distribution

1
1
1

1

1

Drag cursor for manual distribution of ease

2

2

1

Drag cursor for ease in the individual
segments, see Ease comb
Picture 13-18

Option Segment number…
With this option, the number of
segments along the sleevehead is
determined; see detailed explanation on the Armhole drag area in
Bodice 50.
The number of segments in the
armhole must be identical with
the number of segments in the
sleeve. It can be altered subsequently.
Ease comb
The ease can be distributed either manually via
dragging the notches at the drag points 1 in Picture
13-18 or via adjustment of the ease comb with drag

points 2. Each drag point of the ease comb corresponds with the ease in one segment. As a rule, the
ease comb is used as it allows simultaneous visual
control.
Measurement lines for ease
The small horizontal dashed lines in the centre of
each segment are also transferred into the construction. The length of these auxiliary lines equals the
ease in the corresponding segment. The same applies to the dashed auxiliary lines at the grain line,
which equals the total ease. These lines can be
transferred into finished measurement tables via the
finished measurement function or into text via z values.

Drag area Finished measurement
The Finished measurement drag area can only be selected if the wrist width has been set as a finished measurement.

Option Grade sleeve hem as upperarm
If this option is active, the wrist width
is calculated from the body measurement upperarm width minus the
sleeve fold adjustment at lower/front
and minus the elbow dart content.
The elbow dart is adjusted in the
Elbow drag area with drag point 14
(Picture 13-19).

If this alternative option is active, the
wrist width is set as a finished measurement with break sizes. Only in
this case can the Finished measurement drag area be activated.
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Drag areas Line relocation, Sleeve fold, Underarm, Elbow
DA Line relocation

DA Sleeve fold

DA Underarm

DA Elbow

16
1

2

9
20
13

12
3

19

6
7
14

17

10

21

21

15
4

4

5

8

DA Line relocation
1
Rotate the sleeve in the armhole via
relocation of notches
2
Move lower armhole point upwards/
downwards
3
Relocate elbow line
4
Adjust sleeve length, depending on the
selected option either as finished
measurement with break sizes or as an
addition to the arm length, see Sleeve
length
5
Manual correction of the sleeve length
DA Sleeve fold
6
Adjust sleeve fold at elbow
7
Tolerance to elbow width
8
Adjust sleeve fold at wrist
DA Underarm
9
Underarm seam relocation along the
sleevehead. The zero position is
dependant on the Option Seam
relocation front...

11
18

10
11
12
13
14

Underarm seam relocation at elbow
Underarm seam relocation at wrist
Adjust seam length difference
Move notches along the underarm seam
Length of curve smoothing section at the
underarm
DA Elbow
15 Adjust elbow dart. This drag cursor is only
active if the wrist width is calculated from
the body measurement upperarm width,
see explanation on Drag area Finished
measurement.
16 Elbow seam relocation along the sleevehead
17 Elbow seam relocation at elbow
18 Elbow seam relocation at wrist
19 Adjust seam length difference
20 Move notches along the elbow seam
21 Length of curve smoothing section at the
elbow seam

Picture 13-19
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Option Set sleeve length...

After shaping the hem curve, the
actual sleeve length is automatically
corrected. The hem is transformed
to the set sleeve length and the underarm seams are lengthened or
shortened correspondingly. However, in the Hem drag area, this
correction is de-activated. It is carried out after changing the drag area
or after quitting the interactive
menu.

If this option is active, the sleeve
length is a result of the arm length
body measurement. It can be
adjusted with drag point 4 (Picture
13-19) in the Line relocation drag
area. The elbow line does not
change during this adjustment.
If this alternative option is active,
the sleeve length is adjusted interactively with drag point 4 and
break sizes. In this case, the position of the elbow line is also altered.

Option Seam relocation front...

Depending
on
the setting of this
option, the zero
position for drag
point 8 (Picture
13-19) is calculated either from
the lower point
or from the side
seam of the bodice or from the
underarm seam.

Option Automatic adjustment of hem position…
The length of the grain line (green line) corresponds
with the actual sleeve length. After having shaped
the hem curve, the actual length may differ from the
sleeve length set with drag point 4.

After shaping the hem curve, there is
no automatic adjustment of the
actual sleeve length. The sleeve
length must be adjusted with drag
point 5 if required.

Option Elbow seam contour identical…
Depending on the
setting of this option, an additional
drag point for shaping of the elbow
seam appears.

Ù
Drag area Hem
After quitting this drag area, the hem curve is automatically transformed to the set sleeve length if applicable,
see explanation on the two options for sleeve length at the top of this page.

1

1

Shorten the underarm
Picture 13-20

Option Hem as curve sequence…

If this option is active, the hem is
shaped as a curve sequence.

If this alternative option is active,
the hem of the underarm is a
straight line and only the upperarm hem can be shaped.
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13.3 Additional functions for adjusting
interactive constructions
The adjustment of interactive constructions has
already been explored in sections 2.4 "Adjust interactive construction" and 11.2 "Size-dependent adjustment of interactive constructions". This section
deals with additional functions in the menu for interactive constructions.
Menu for interactive constructions
load shape
save shape
set break sizes

raster

+/-magnet
+/-ruler
+/-comments
+/-options
+/-values
+/-measurements
set measurements
+/-compare
set comparison
+/-stack
set stack

alteration steps
original state
undo alteration step
redo alteration step
end
abort

help for construction

The value window
The value window (Picture 13-21) contains the x
value settings for the active drag point. All activated
break sizes in the active drag area are displayed and
can be adjusted.
With the left button

, individual sizes
can be dragged. Changes made to one size
are not applied to
other sizes. The grade
rules are altered.
With the right button
, sizes of a figure
type can be adjusted
simultaneously. Alterations are automatically
applied to all sizes of
the respective figure
type. The grade rules
remain unchanged.

Picture 13-21

With the button
, all break sizes can be altered simultaneously. Adjustments are automatically
applied to all break sizes. The grade rules remain
unchanged.
The other elements of the value window have the
following significance:
With this drag point, a single x
value is adjusted.
With this drag point exactly two
x values are adjusted, e.g. the x
and y co-ordinate of a free
moving point. The settings for
only one x value are visible at a
time.
Minimise/ maximise the window
Show all sizes.
Hide all sizes except the active
size.
Base size of the construction
This size is hidden. Clicking on
the tick box in front of the size
shows the size again.
The size is shown. Clicking the
tick hides the size.
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Use of set stack
The stack function can be used for interactive adjustment of a graded nest. After clicking on set stack
the stack point and then, optionally a direction point
are determined. If no direction point is required,
simply use the right mouse button after having set
the stack point.
Clicking on +/-stack activates or deactivates the
nest. All drag points can be adjusted on a stacked
nest. Grafis takes into account the shift caused by
stacking.
Dimensioning an interactive construction

A number of dimensions are already shown on an
interactive construction. In practice however, other
special company-specific dimensions are required.
Therefore, Grafis offers the
option of setting your own
measurements which are altered immediately during interactive modification of the
construction.
With the dimensioning function you can set your own
measurements which are
altered immediately during
dragging.
Dimensioning ensues analogous to measuring, described
in section 7.1. Additional opPicture 13-22
tions exist for each measurement, see Picture 13-22.
Display options:

text for measurement
show/ hide text
show/ hide value
show/ hide left auxiliary line
show/ hide right auxiliary line
show/ hide measurement line
clicking turns measurement into
ID measurement. ID measurements are saved with the
shape.
In which drag areas are the
measurements to be shown?
The ID measurement button ensures that a measurement is automatically entered into the comments
of the construction and saved as a measurement
table when saving the shape. This table appears in
the preview window when loading a shape. The ID
measurement button remains inactive if the measurement has been attached to points which are not

part of the interactive construction. For example, if
you are interactively adjusting a pocket you can set
measurements for the underlying bodice construction. These measurements for the bodice cannot be
entered as an ID measurement as they do not describe the pocket shape and may be changed when
loading a different shape.
Measurements can also be set for a comparison
part. For example, if you want to make a modification during which a measurement is not to be altered, proceed as follows: first, set a comparison
and switch to +compare. Position the comparison
part suitably with <F3> and <F5>. Set measurements for the comparison part and the original part.
Carry out the modifications. Measurements for the
comparison part are reset when quitting the drag
menu.
Measurements can be printed via Edit | Copy to the
clipboard.
Use of ruler
ruler

Picture 13-23

Toggle to +ruler displays the ruler. It consists of two
lines at a right angle, one line is very long and the
other considerably shorter.
Clicking with pressed down mouse button...
•
at the short line moves the ruler,
•
at the long line rotates the ruler.
When moving and rotating
the ruler it is automatically
attracted by neighbouring
lines and points. You can set
the ruler onto a point and
adjust it along a line.
Free moving drag points
can only be moved in
the direction of the ruler with active ruler.
In Picture 13-23 the ruler was set onto the collar
point and adjusted. The drag point collar point can
now only be moved along the ruler. Thus, the collar
point has been lengthened by 10mm without altering the collar angle.
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Load and save shapes

The adjustments of an interactive construction are
saved in the corresponding x value list. This list is
invisible for the user, it is updated automatically by
Grafis. Clicking on save shape saves this x value list
together with a preview, the comments and the
previously explained ID measurements. The name of
the shape is created from the date, the time as well
as the computer and user names. They are saved as
single XWF files under \Grafis\Forms\[name of construction].
Clicking on load shape opens the list of available
shapes of the construction. All shapes stored as
XWF files under \Grafis\Forms\[name of construction] are offered. Clicking onto a shape with the
right mouse button opens the context menu with
the functions rename and delete. Use the rename
function in particular to organise your list of shapes.

1.

2.

Picture 13-24

Shapes can be loaded for other break sizes and also
into styles of other measurement systems. The
break sizes of the shape may have to be reassigned. If you want to load a shape, which has originally been adjusted for sizes _38 etc. the break sizes
can be reassigned, see cutting in Picture 13-24. The
construction is graded in size N42 as originally in
size _42.
ID measurements set with dimensioning as well as
comments are saved with the shape. The field for
entry of notes opens by switching to +comments in
the menu on the right hand side.
For new developments, first load the basic construction and then, one of your prepared shapes.
This combination of interactive construction and
new shape can be entered into the call list, see
section 13.5.

13.4 Reconstruct a digitized template pattern with an interactive construction
Step-by-step guide
⇒ Call the digitised template pattern and the interactive construction into different parts
⇒ Position the parts to one another with <F3>,
e.g. at the zero point of the interactive construction
⇒ Activate the interactive construction
⇒ Adjust the most important options
⇒ For front/ back constructions: activate the drag
area Positioning and move the front and back to
one another. Use the magnet function.
⇒ Roughly adjust the most important drag areas,
e.g. in the bodice constructions Tolerance horizontal+vertical and Line relocation. Start with the
symmetrically movable drag points.
⇒ Carry out the fine adjustment systematically and
step-by-step. Save significant stages as shapes
and rename the shape if required. Click on Í or
Î in the menu on the right to undo or redo
step-by-step.
Reconstruct a proven bodice construction
Load the proven bodice construction and the interactive bodice construction you want to adjust into
different parts. Position the parts to one another
with <F3>, e.g. at the zero point of the interactive
construction. Activate the interactive construction
and adjust the most important options having clicked
on +options, e.g. the position of bust dart and shoulder dart (Picture 13-25).

template

Picture 13-25
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For front/ back constructions activate the drag area
Positioning and move the front and back towards
one another (Picture 13-26).

3

1

2

Picture 13-27

Picture 13-26

Use the magnet function by switching to +magnet.
The magnet function applies to move points which
will attach to existing points and lines of the construction in the background. The magnet function
does not make sense for angle or percentage alter.
First, adjust the most important drag areas. In the
bodice constructions this is first of all the area Tolerance horizontal+vertical. Reconstruct the tolerances
for bust, waist and hip area. Then, switch to the Line
relocation area and reconstruct the position of bust
line, waist line, high hip and hip line. Then, switch to
the Side seam drag area and relocate the lower armhole point. This drag point is situated at the armhole/ side seam corner in the back. The same point
in the front relocates the side seam.
Adjust step-by-step:
• in the Tolerance horizontal+vertical drag area the
neck point in front and back
• in the Bust dart drag area the position of the bust
point with +magnet, the position of the left dart
line and the suppression angle
• in the Shoulder drag area the shoulder angle in
front and back
• in the Tolerance horizontal+vertical drag area the
tolerance for shoulder width in front and back.
... with a result according to Picture 13-27.

The back dart is adjusted in the Shoulder dart drag
area (Picture 13-27). First, move the back dart with
point „1“, if required using +magnet then, point „2“
and then the suppression angle with point „3“. If
required, readjust the shoulder angle in the Shoulder
drag area with a result according to Picture 13-28.

2

3

1

5
4

Picture 13-28

To adjust the neckline switch to the Neckline drag
area and zoom into the back neck. In this area you
can adjust dropped and widened necklines. Adjust
the neckline shape by first adjusting the directions
with points „1“ and „2“ then, reconstruct the superior central shape point „3“ with +magnet and then,
adjust the inferior auxiliary points „4“ and „5“.
If you adjust interactive curves again first reset
all shape points (points 3 to 5 in Picture 13-28)
to 0 by e.g. selecting Raster 10 and clicking on
the points. Then, readjust the directions at the
beginning and end of the curve, set the raster to
0, activate magnet and readjust the shape points
3 to 5.
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Picture 13-29

The result of these adjustments can be seen in Picture 13-29, where the side seam, the waist dart and
finally the armhole are still to be adjusted.
Please note that after having adjusted the base
size, the grading in the break sizes also has to be
reconstructed from the template.
Grafis users of Versions 8 and earlier can reconstruct existing proven constructions in this way
and save them as shapes.
An interactive construction can be entered into
the call list together with a new shape, see the
following section 13.5.

13.5 Designing the call list
Step-by-step guide
⇒ call; the dialogue Grafis Basic blocks / Modules
opens
⇒ Activate Edit / Edit mode
⇒ Create folders / subfolders
⇒ Enter construction as programming language
program, styles, grade rule pattern or as an interactive construction in conjunction with a
shape
⇒ Design the corresponding file card pictures and
the text. The edit functions are opened respectively via the context menu.
Create new folder / subfolder
Click on General with the right mouse button and
select Create new folder and enter “my skirts”.
NB: Do not create a new folder with the name
“Grafis-...” and do not create entries or subfolders in these folders. Your data may be overwritten during a subsequent update.

Data types in the call list
The following can be entered in the call list:
• style (.MDL) = Grafis style with all parts
• program (.CPR) = Grafis programming language program of the new programming language, see Chapters 19 and 20. If this is an interactive construction, a shape can be assigned
for calling.
• program (.PRG) = Grafis programming language program of the old programming language
• grade rule pattern (.SWS) = Grafis grade rule
pattern saved as a template, see Chapter 16.
From Version 10, the module combination is no
longer required. Use the option Reset ‘Clicks’, see
Chapter 14 and enter the modules as styles (.MDL).
Create entry from basic block and shape
Save a shape “SkirtStandard” for Skirt 20, in which
the side seam adjustment has been reset and the
two 2nd darts in front and back have been closed
respectively, see Picture 13-30. Now, an entry for
Skirt 20 in conjunction with this skirt shape is to be
saved in the call list. First, determine the name of
the CPR file for Skirt 20. Activate Edit / Edit mode in
the call list. Click on Skirt 20 with the right mouse
button and Open link file with editor. You will find the
name of the CPR file for Skirt 20 in the first line.
Now, create a new folder for your skirts by clicking
onto General with the right mouse button and then
click on Create new folder. Call the new folder “my
skirts”.
Now, create the new entry for Skirt 20 in conjunction with the shape “SkirtStandard”. Click on “my
skirts” with the right mouse button and select Create new entry. The dialogue Insert Modules opens
(Picture 13-31). Set the button to Basic block and
select the CPR file for Skirt 20, here
GraPrg_GK_RO_c002_03.cpr and close with OK.
Call the entry “SkirtStandard“.
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Assign Skirt 20 with this particular shape
by clicking on the new entry with the
right mouse button and selecting Set
shape. The shapes are saved centrally
under \Grafis\Forms\[name of basic
block]. In this particular case, select
\GRAFIS\FORMS\GraPrg_GK_RO_x002
_01\skirtstandard.xwf. Unless you create a duplicate in the following dialogue,
you must never rename or delete the
selected shape. A duplicate is saved in
the directory of the link file. Enter an
appropriate image and a short descriptive text for the new entry.
Insert entry as style
Entering styles into the call list is useful
for basic types, which are frequently
used as basis for style developments.
Grafis transfers all parts of the style
when called and inserts them into the
edited styles.
Create a Grafis style with a number of
parts and enter it into the call list. The
process is identical to Create entry from
basic block and shape explained before,
only in the Insert Module dialogue the
button is to be set to Style(.MDL), see
Picture 13-31. Linking with a shape is
not required.
Entering grade rule patterns in the
call list ensues in the same way.

Picture 13-30

Picture 13-31

Graphics and text for the list entry
In active Edit mode, graphics
or text can be opened for
editing via the respective
context menu. The graphic
must be saved as a bitmap.
We recommend a size of
750x500 pixels.
A new or edited graphic or
text appears only after
new selection of the list
entry.
A quick preview can be
obtained via a print screen
by pressing <Print/PrtSc>
with slightly reduced pattern. Insert the screen
print into Paint.

Picture 13-32
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Content of this chapter is working with parts, in
particular the hereditary automatic and the differences between insert, duplicate and connection
part.
The section ”Modifying mother parts” is especially
important as only certain modifications are permitted for mother parts to protect the hereditary
automatic.
A further large area is the application of ”Reset
‘Clicks’”. The complex exercises at the end of the
chapter shall consolidate the teachings.
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14.1 Hereditary automatic
What does hereditary automatic
mean?
The different parts of a style must
fit together taking into account their
interdependence. Grafis ensures
this by building an automatic heredity. If, for example, a waistband is to
be designed to fit the parts “skirt
front“ and “skirt back“, the waistlines of skirt front and skirt back can
be inserted into the new part
“waistband“ and the waistband can
be constructed. When grading the
waistband in different sizes the
insertion of the waist lines is repeated automatically. We call this
heredity of the waistlines to the part
“waistband“.
Heredity is realised with the functions of the insert menu.

0th generation:
part 001: basic block trouser

1st generation:
part 002: style development

Inserting (heredity) always ensues
into the active part out of parts
with lower part number.
Grafis records the hereditary
steps and displays the hereditary
structure in the partorganisation
menu. The hereditary structure is
arranged to generations.
The heredity
Picture 14-1 elucidates the principle
of heredity using the style “Trouser
with flared hem“ as an example.
Part 001 contains the basic construction Trouser 10, which has
been adjusted interactively.
All lines and points of the basic
block were inserted from part 001
into part 002 “style development“.
Thus, part 002 has become a part of
the 1st generation. Part 001 has
become a mother part. Alterations
to part 001 are automatically transferred to part 002. The style was
developed in part 002 with the use
of x values.
In part 004 “trouser front“ all lines
and points for the production pattern trouser front
were transferred with insert and the trouser front
was completed. Thus, part 002 has become mother
part for part 004. Part 004 is now the daughter
part of part 002 and therefore, indirectly related to
part 001. Alterations to part 001 are first transferred
to part 002 and then further to part 004.

2nd generation:
part 004: trouser front
part 005: fly facing right
part 006: fly guard left
part 007: pocket trouser front
part 008: trouser back
part 010: yoke
part 011: waistband

3rd generation:
part 009: back pocket
part 013: pocket template 1
part 014: pocket template 2
part 015: marking template
Picture 14-1

All other parts of the 2nd generation (Picture 14-1)
were also derived by inserting lines and points from
the style development in part 002.
A pocket module with a number of pieces was
loaded into part 008 “trouser back“. The pocket
programme belongs to part 008 “trouser back“. In
this part, the position, size and shape of the pocket
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active part

ancestors

successors
Picture 14-2

are adjusted interactively. The parts of the 3rd generation 009, 013, 014 and 015 are dependent on the
pocket in part 008 and are thus, daughter parts of
part 008. Part 008, which in itself is a daughter part,
has now also become a mother part. For modification of mother parts separate rules apply, see session 14.4.
Hereditary information can only be passed on to
parts with a higher part number.

In the hereditary structure the active part is highlighted. Ancestors and successors are highlighted in
grey. Parts without relation to the active part are
not highlighted.
Clicking a part number in the hereditary structure
activates the part. With pressed left mouse button
the display changes as well. Thus, the user gets a
quick overview of the hereditary structure of the
parts.

The hereditary structure

Grading a number of parts
The functions test run and grading in the basic menu
apply to the active part, only. Grafis also offers the
option to calculate (test run) or grade all parts of the
style or the successors of the active part, only.
These functions can be found in the Grading pulldown menu. In this menu you can choose between:
Test Run Active Part
Test Run Successor Parts
Test Run All Parts
and
Grade Active Part
Grade Successor Parts
Grade All Parts
and the functions for curve correction of classic
curves treated in Chapter 9.

For presentation of the hereditary structure the
parts are divided into generations. The following
applies:
A daughter part automatically receives a generation number at least 1 up from the mother part.
This rule ensures that a part of the 3rd generation
can carry hereditary information of the 0th, 1st and
2nd generation, only.
Picture 14-2 shows the partorganisation menu for
the example “Trouser with flared hem“ (Picture 141). In the centre of the picture the hereditary structure is displayed. All parts of a generation are combined in a part block. Part 001 and the empty parts
003, 012, 016, 017 belong to generation 0 (first part
block). They are marked with generation number
“00” in the list of parts. Part 002 belong to the 1st
generation with generation number “01” and so on.
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Exercise
Construct the “Trouser with flared hem“ shown in
Picture 14-1. Organise your part list according to
Picture 14-2.
Call Trouser 10 into part 001 and adjust the following
interactively:
• contour identical side seams
• adjust waist at side seam
• no shaped seat seam
In the Tolerances drag area:
• tolerance at waist: 15mm
• tolerance at hip: 20mm
Apart from the base size N38, also enter sizes N40
and N42 into the size table and activate them.
In the Finished measurement drag area enter the
break sizes N38 and N42 and adjust:
size
value
knee width
N38
391
N40
400
N42
409
hem width
N38
515
N40
520
N42
525
In the Line relocation drag area:
• waist relocation: -50mm
In the Dart front area close the dart. In the Dart back
area close the second dart and move the first dart to
50% of the waist. In the Waist and waist edge area
reduce the centre front by 30mm (to
-30mm). In the Hem area set the hem position to
0mm.
Insert all lines and points from part 001 into part
002. Activate part 002, select parts in the insert
menu and click on an object from part 001. Part 001
is selected and is inserted into part 002 after having
clicked on without transformation.
Create the following x values in part 002 and design
the trouser, using the x values (Picture 14-3):
x1 yoke ss from waist in mm
_xxxxx_x = 40.000
x2 yoke CB from waist in mm
_xxxxx_x = 100.000
x3 pocket position waist from ss in %
_xxxxx_x = 40.000
x4 pocket position ss from waist in mm
_xxxxx_x = 150.000
x5 pocket length in mm
_xxxxx_x = 230.000
x6 back pocket position from ss in mm
_xxxxx_x = 40.000

x7 back pocket position from waist in mm
_xxxxx_x = 65.000
x8 zip length in mm
_xxxxx_x = 140.000
x9 fly facing width
_xxxxx_x = 30.000

X7

X1

X3

X2

X4
X6
X8

X9

X5
4

Picture 14-3

Now, start extracting the pattern pieces from the
style development in part 002. Open a new part for
the trouser front and insert the objects of the trouser front from the style development. Create global
x values for general seam allowance and the hem
respectively:
GLOBAL x-values
x1 seam allowances in mm
_xxxxx_x = 10.000
x2 hem in mm
_xxxxx_x = 30.000
Construct the seam allowance and the hem with xg1
and xg2. Create the mirrored hem corners with the
corner tool Corner 10.
Construct the fly facing and the fly guard in the same
way. Insert the lines of the pocket into a new part
and construct the seam allowances and the facing
(Picture 14-4).
Construct the trouser back in part 008. Call the
Grafis-Pockets| without lining| patched| Facing| 001.
The first positioning point for the pocket is the end
of the auxiliary line. Adjust the pocket and its grading interactively. The pattern pieces for the pocket
(parts 009, 013, 014 in Picture 14-5) were generated automatically by the pocket module. After
having adjusted the pocket, start test run all parts.
Insert the lines for the yoke from the style development. Close the dart with insert with transformation
turn and move. Link the yoke line with the Link 10
tool.
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Part organisation menu

004

006

open new part
insert part
move part up
move part down
duplicate
duplicate to…

005

delete
remove
reduce
call all
hide all

007

call production pieces
call ancestors
call successors
text

Picture 14-4

Construct the waistband with the help of z values.
Create an x value for the waistband height. Then,
construct the marking template for the back pocket.
009

014
013

Picture 14-5

Start test run all parts and grade all parts. Modify an x
value in the style development. After test run successors, the modification will be transferred onto all
related parts (successors).

14.2 Part organisation
The basics of part organisation were introduced
already in section 3.1. In this chapter all information
on part organisation is collated.
Clicking on a part number, a part text or clicking the
part number in the hereditary structure activates
the part. It is then highlighted by a bar. The part can
be processed after having quit part organisation.
When activating mother parts (see section 14.4) a
warning message appears.

+/-text box
+/-piece parameter
+/-exchangeable parts
print

insert connection
update connection
+/-part information

Clicking on open creates a new part with the name
“NN“ and the next highest number after the last
part. The new part is not active straight away. It has
to be activated to be processed.
Clicking on insert generates a new part before the
selected part.
Duplicate or duplicate to creates a copy of the
active part, see section 14.3.
After delete and a security question the record
steps of the selected part are reset to 0. The last
part in the list is reset and removed.
Removes an empty part (with 0 record steps) from
the part list. The following parts move up in the list.
With reduce the active part is graded in the sizes of
the size table and “frozen” in this state. Having reduced a part, it no longer has any dependency to
mother parts, has no x values and no record steps.
Daughter parts remain unchanged. Uses reduce only
after speaking with a Grafis expert.
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With the function hide all all parts apart from the
active selected part are removed to the background
memory. Hidden parts are no longer visible on
screen, but are not deleted. With the function call
hidden parts can be recalled to the screen.
Individual parts can be hidden or called by clicking
the “visible“ column in the part list. In the “visible“
column “x“ indicates the part is on screen, “ “ the
part is in the background memory.
It is recommended that only parts required for work
are visible on screen.
Individual parts can be called from the background
memory to the screen by clicking in the “visible“
column. Clicking call all recalls all removed parts
from the background onto the screen. Selecting call
ancestors calls all ancestors of the active part onto
the screen. Clicking call successors recalls all successors (heirs) of the active part onto the screen.
Activating text and clicking a part in the list allows
for editing the part text. After <ENTER> entry can
continue with the next part text. A part text can be
edited, also with double-click on the text. In this
case, <ENTER> does not switch to the next part
text. Take care of your part names. This makes your
work easier and avoids mistakes.
+/-text box opens/closes the window in which
comments on the selected part can be stored.
+/- piece parameter opens/closes the window for
piece parameters relevant for the layplan (see Chapter 17).
+/- exchangeable parts opens/closes the window
for determination of permitted sizes in the part, see
separate explanation in Chapter 18.13.
Edit | Copy (clip board) copies the part list to the
clipboard.
Clicking print starts printing the part list, provided
the printer is switched on.
With the functions insert connection and update
connection parts from a different style are inserted,
see section 14.3.
The number of
parts per style is
limited to 500.
The active part is
displayed in blue
on a white background. Only this
part can be edited. All other
parts remain unchanged.

14.3 Difference between the functions of
the menus insert and duplicate/ connection part in the part organisation
The most important differences
Basic menu | insert... performs a hereditary step
between two parts. Grafis automatically repeats
this hereditary step when grading other sizes.
The source part becomes a mother part and the
target part becomes a daughter part.
Part organisation | duplicate ... creates a copy of
a part in the same generation. Existing relations
to mother parts remain intact. The part is gradeable in the same way as x and z values are also
duplicated. The daughter parts are not duplicated! The part has no daughter parts after duplication. The duplicate function can be found in
the part organisation menu.
Part organisation | insert connection part(s) ...
transfers parts from another style. This function
can also be found in the part organisation menu.
When inserting a connection part, the switch insert with complete record decides whether or
not the part is inserted with its complete construction record.
If this switch is set, at least the parts of the 0th
generation can be graded unchanged, provided
the global x values of source and target style
have been aligned.
If the switch is not set, objects are only transferred in the existing sizes. Adding new record
steps is not possible. These parts can be used for
measuring, stacking and comparison.
Further information on connection parts can be
found in the Textbook Chapter 18 “Layplanning
II”, section 18.1.
Part identifiers
The first column in the part list of the style contains
an identification symbol with the following significance:
“*“
“ “ (empty)
“>“
“?>“
“!>“

The part is a mother part,
other parts depend on it.
No other parts depend on this
part. It can be a daughter part.
This is a connection part.
This is a connection part. The
source style is no longer available.
This is a connection part. The
part in the source style has
been changed.
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When to use which function?
Insert without transformation is the most frequently
used of the functions. It is always required when
information from one part is to be passed onto another part. Use the alternative tools Insert lines or
Insert points if the following construction is to be
released and saved in the call list at a later stage.
Part organisation | Duplicate is used to create a copy
of a part. The copied part serves either as a starting
point for a new development variation or simply as a
comparison for further changes. Modifications to x
values are clearly visible when original and copy are
displayed and placed on top of one another. The
duplicated part can easily be deleted or reset stepby-step in the record.
Part organisation | Insert connection is used if temporary templates are required or if company-specific
standard pieces are to be loaded.

14.4 Modifying mother parts
Organisation of the heredity
Each object (point, line, text) of a part has a Grafis
internal name. When inserting objects into other
parts Grafis relates to these internal names. When
inserting a line out of part 003 into part 010 the
internal Grafis record of part 010 reads for example:
“The 4th line out of part 003 is inserted.” A modification to the mother part 003 resulting in a changed
or deleted 4th line can possibly lead to insertion of a
completely different line when running through the
record of part 010. All record steps relating to this
inserted object could now be faulty. Part 010 appears damaged on screen. In this case the only cure
is resetting the construction record of part 003 to
the state before the modification. Therefore, the
following applies: Modifications in mother parts
must not disturb the recorded hereditary steps.
As a rule, each construction step which does not
delete objects can also be applied to mother
parts. After the modification the recorded construction must still be executable in a meaningful
manner.
The following functions can be used for modifications without problems:
• x values
• modification of curve shapes, see Chapter 9
• call
• attributes
• replace curve. After setting starting point and
final point of the new curve, a green arrow
appears. The curve to be replaced must be
clicked in the direction of this arrow.

Modifications with any other functions of the
basic menu are to be applied with care as they
can lead to errors.
After each modification in a mother part, daughter parts have to be tested thoroughly with test
run and grading! If errors occur, the record must
be reset by the modification steps!
Typical alterations to the mother part
The style “trousers with flared hem” from section
14.1 is altered as follows:
Modify interactive construction
Change the hem width
of the interactive trouser construction in part
001 from 515mm to
465mm in base size
N38. The grade is to
remain
unchanged.
After test run successors this modification
has been transferred to
the
related
parts
“trouser front” and
“trouser back”.

Picture 14-6

Curve correction
In part 002 of the style development activate the
yoke curve of the trouser back and modify it interactively according to Picture 14-7.

Picture 14-7

After Grading | Test Run Successors the modified
curve shape has been transferred to the production
patterns “trouser back” and “yoke”.
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after
before

Picture 14-8

Replace curve
Change the pocket mouth of the trouser front from
a straight line to a curve. In part 002 of the style
development construct a new curve with replace
curve, which is bound to the original pocket mouth
with intersection. Having constructed the starting
point and final point of the new curve, a green arrow appears. The currently straight pocket mouth
must be clicked in the direction of the green
arrow. Shape the curve. After Test Run Successors

this alteration has been transferred to the related
parts “trouser front”, “trouser back” and “pocket
trouser front”. The global x value xg2 “seam allowance2” was used for the seam allowance at the
pocket mouth. For the new shaped pocket mouth,
adjust the seam allowance2 from 20mm to 10mm
and let part 007 “pocket trouser front” be calculated
again. The result of the modification is shown in
Picture 14-8.

14.5 Reset ‘Clicks’
From Grafis Version 10, all
point, line and direction ‘clicks’
set within constructions from
the call function can be reset
and re-called. Binding the new
‘clicks’ ensues automatically
during the next test run for the
respective part.
The Reset ‘Clicks’ function can
be found in the List of interactive
constructions dialogue, accessible via the <F12> key or via
the Extras pull-down menu, see
Picture 14-9. The list in the
window on the left contains all
interactive constructions of the
style and all non-interactive
‘click’ constructions. The noninteractive click constructions
are indicated with [ ]. The constructions are organised according to part number in the first column and record
step in the second column. In the right window, a

Picture 14-9

preview of the construction selected on the left
appears.
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Select some constructions of the list, one after the
other. The Reset ‘Clicks’ button is only active if the
construction contains clicks. When calling a bodice,
no objects had to be clicked. Therefore, the Reset
‘Clicks’ button remains inactive for these constructions.
Select a construction for which Reset ‘Clicks’ is active
and click on the Reset ‘Clicks’ button a number of
times. With each click, the mark “*” changes for this
construction. The mark “*” indicates that this construction is available for Reset ‘Clicks’. The clicks of
the selected construction are reset with the Accept
button. The respective parts are bound again onto
the construction after having
pressed the Cancel button and
subsequent test run.
Call Bodice 10 into part 001 and
Sleeve 30 into part 002. Adjust the
bodice and the sleeve interactively.
Open the List of interactive constructions via <F12>, select Sleeve
30, click once on Reset ‘Clicks’ and
then, on Accept and Cancel. Open
part organisation. Part 001 is no
longer marked as mother part for
part 002 as resetting the ‘clicks’ has
broken the hereditary interdependence. Activate part 002 and
start test run. After a prompt, you
can now bind the sleeve to the
bodice again.
Reset ‘Clicks’ offers the following
applications:
• ‘Click’ constructions can be
bound onto the mother part
again after having been altered
• ‘Click’ constructions can be
3
bound to an alternative part
within the style
• chains of parts can be released
and saved as modules containing a number of parts in the call
list.
In the following, you will find four
examples for new applications of
Reset ‘Clicks’.

Example 1:
Bind ‘click’ construction onto mother part
after alteration
Sleeve 70 is bound to Bodice 30. The shoulder of
Bodice 30 had originally not been relocated, see
Picture 14-10. Therefore, when calling the sleeve,
no difference had been made between natural
shoulder and shoulder line of the part. This is important for correct distribution of notches in the sleeve.
To bind the sleeve to the natural shoulder, the following steps are required:
• release ‘clicks’ of the sleeve,
1

2

4

6
5

Picture 14-10
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• relocate the shoulder of Bodice
30 towards the front,
• re-activate the part with the
sleeve and bind the sleeve to
the bodice again with test run.
During clicking, the dashed
natural shoulder is to be
clicked.
It is also possible to relocate the
shoulder first and then, reset the
‘clicks’ in the sleeve.

8

To release the ‘clicks’, open the
List of interactive constructions with
<F12>, select the sleeve (2),
press Reset ‘Clicks’ (3), Accept (4)
and Cancel (Picture 14-10). Then,
activate the bodice and relocate
the shoulder towards the front in
the Shoulder drag area (5 and 6). The natural shoulder is now visible as a dashed line. Then, activate the
sleeve and start test run. The sleeve is now being

7

Picture 14-11

bound again. During clicking, ensure that for 7 and 8
(Picture 14-11) you click the natural shoulder displayed as a dashed line.

Example 2:
Bind ‘click’ construction onto a different basic block within the style
Sleeve 70 with its dependent parts is bound
to Bodice 10. The body
measurement construction Bodice 10 is now to
be replaced by the finished
measurement
construction Bodice 30.
Step-by-step guide:
• Release the ‘clicks’ of
the sleeve
• Reset the part containing Bodice 10
• Call Bodice 30 into
this part
• Adjust Bodice 30 to
be gradeable
• Activate the part
with the sleeve
• Bind the sleeve to
the new bodice with
test run of the sleeve
It is also possible to bind
the sleeve to the bodice,
first and then, adjust the
bodice.
To release the ‘clicks’,
open the List of interactive constructions with
<F12>,
select
the
sleeve (2), press Reset
‘Clicks’ (3), Accept (4)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Picture 14-12
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and Cancel (5), see Picture 14-12.
Then, activate part 001 and reset
Bodice 10. Call the finished measurement Bodice 30 into part 001
and adjust the construction interactively. Then, activate part 002 with
Sleeve 70 and start test run. The
sleeve is now being bound again
(6), see Picture 14-12. Label part
001 in the part organisation (7), see
Picture 14-13.

7

Picture 14-13

Example 3:
Release sleeve with dependent parts from a style and save in the call list
In a style, Sleeve 30 has been developed as a sleeve
with vent, lining, interfacing and templates. This
sleeve is now required in another style. It is to be
saved as a standard sleeve in the call list.
Step-by-step guide:
• Release the ‘clicks’ of the sleeve
• Remove and delete all parts, which are not required for the sleeve development from the part
list
• Save the style under a new name
• Open a new style
• Open the call list and activate the edit mode

• Create a new entry for the sleeve and link it with
the recently saved style
Open the style with the sleeve development (1), see
Picture 14-14. To release the ‘clicks’, open the List
of interactive constructions with <F12>, select the
sleeve (2), press Reset ‘Clicks’ (3), Accept and Cancel,
see Picture 14-15. Delete and remove all parts from
the part list, which are not required for the sleeve
development. Afterwards, part 001 contains Sleeve
30 for which all ‘click’s have been released (4). Save
the style, here as “SleeveChain01.mdl“.

1

Picture 14-14
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2
3

4

Picture 14-15

Create a new style “test” and open the call list.
Activate the edit mode via Edit | Edit mode (5), see
Picture 14-16. In case your computer does not yet
contain a folder for sleeve construction, click onto
General with the right mouse button and then, onto
Create new folder in the context menu (6) and call
the new folder “My sleeves” (7). Avoid special characters during naming. Click on the new folder “My
sleeves” with the right mouse button and select
Create new entry from the context menu (8). The
Insert module dialogue opens, see Picture 14-17.
Activate Style (.MDL) (9) and select the recently
saved style “sleevechain01.mdl” from (10). A copy
of the style is saved in the central folder
\Grafis\Prog. Assign a unique name according to the
naming convention. We recommend a 9-digit abbreviation of your name or company name (11). After
having assigned the name, close the dialogue with
OK.

5

6

8
7

Picture 14-16
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Also, assign a name for the style in the call list (12).
9

10

11

12

Picture 14-17

Example 4:
Application of the insert tool for development
of a shaped waistband
A shaped waistband for trousers and skirts with one
dart in the front and back respectively is to be developed and saved in the call list.
Step-by-step guide:
• Generate a skirt basic block with one dart respectively in part 001
• Insert all required lines of the skirt front and
back into part 002 with the Insert lines tool.
From version 11 onwards when calling the insert lines tool, the click situation is photographed automatically, marked by a photo
frame. Ensure that the required objects are
visible within the frame. Shrink the view if required.
• Construct a shaped waistband with variable
width from the lines inserted into part 002. Use
either the Parallel 10 tool or the new curve tool.
Complete the shaped waistband with seam allowances, grain line, symbols and text. Set the
part parameter.
• Release the clicks of the insert tool
• Delete and remove part 001
• Save the style under a new name
• Open a new style, open the call list and activate
the edit mode
• Create a new entry for the shaped waistband
and link it with the recently saved style
This shaped waistband can only be used for skirts
and trousers with exactly one dart in the front
and the back. In the same way, construct shaped
waistbands for two darts in front and back respectively and for two darts in the back and one
dart in the front.

Open a new style and call Skirt 20 into part 001.
Interactively, close the second dart in the front and
back skirt, respectively. Link the waistline across the
closed second dart with link single. Open a new part
002 and activate it. Quit part organisation. In the
insert function from the basic menu, click onto the
tools button and select Insert lines (1), see Picture
14-18. Now, all lines required for development of a
shaped waistband must be clicked one after the
other (2). Develop a systematisation in which order
the lines are to be clicked. For example, according
to Picture 14-18 all lines were clicked from the
outside. Click in the following order (3):
• centre back
• waist back 1
• dart back towards apex
• dart back away from apex
• waist back 2
• side seam back downwards
• side seam front upwards
• waist 1 front
• dart front towards apex
• dart front away from apex
• waist 2 front
• centre front
Transform the waist lines with side seam, centre
front and centre back towards one another in part
002. Construct a parallel to the waistline with Parallel 10 or new curve. Carry out the corner treatment
and complete the shaped waistband with seam allowances, grain line, symbols and text (4). To release the ‘clicks’ of the insert tool, open the List of
interactive constructions with <F12>, select the
insert tool (5), press Reset ‘Clicks’, Accept and Cancel. Open the part organisation and delete and remove part 001. Save the style as “shapedwaist_01_01.mdl”. Create a new entry in the call list
as described in the step-by-step-guide in 14.5 example No.3 and link it with the recently saved style
“shapedwaist_01_01.mdl”.
To test the shaped waistband, open a new style, call
Trouser 10 into part 001, close the second darts and
link the waist lines across the closed second darts.
Call the shaped waistband from the call list into part
002. Note the click situation in click window (6)
photographed by you. The trouser back is situated
to the left of the trouser front. If you have clicked all
lines correctly, the shaped waistband to fit the trousers appears (7).
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Picture 14-18
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Example 5: Use of the Insert part tool for development of construction sets

Bodice 10

Front part 30

Back part 40

Collar 40

Insert part

Insert part

Front
component

Insert part
Back component

Picture 14-19

The Insert part tool (also called ‘part click‘) allows
for insertion of all objects of a part with one single
click. This click connection can be released and
reinstated with one single click. Please note that
the part click requires an exact object structure
of lines and points. If Bodice 30 is clicked when
calling Insert part, after releasing the part click, only
Bodice 30 can be clicked again.
Picture 14-19 shows a front component and a back
component. The front component is based on Bodice 30 and Collar 40, both clicked with the Insert part
tool and thus, transferred into the development part
for the front component. From this development
part, three production parts for main fabric and six
production parts for fusing were developed.
For a construction set, a number of components
based on the same or different constructions are
developed and stored in the call list. Additional information such as text, dimensions and part parameter can also be stored at this point. This way, com-

ponent sets enable a standardisation of processes.
At the same time, company-specific knowledge is
saved. Through the use of part click, the parts remain connected to the basic block so that alterations
are automatically transferred through the development parts onto the production parts.
When calling the Insert part tool, the click situation is
automatically photographed, marked by a photo
frame. Please ensure that all required objects are
visible inside the frame. If required, shrink the view.
Before building a construction set, we recommend
that you seek advise as further styling possibilities
are available.
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14.6 Complex exercises
Overview
1st Exercise
2nd Exercise
3rd Exercise
4th Exercise
5th Exercise
6th Exercise
7th Exercise
8th Exercise
9th Exercise

“Skirt with yoke“
“Skirt with box pleat“
“Shirt blouse with pin-tucks “
“Skirt with flared hem“
“Culottes with pleats“
“Dress with panel seams“
“Long dress with godets“
“Casual trousers “
“Fitted jacket with panel seams“

216
217
218
220
221
222
224
226
227

1st Exerise "Skirt with yoke"
Design specification:
From Skirt 20 a skirt with yoke in front and back, a
waistband and a zip in the centre back is to be constructed.
Part list:
001 basic block Skirt 20
002 x style development
003 PP yoke ft
004 PP yoke bk
005 PP skirt ft
006 PP skirt bk
007 waistband
Call the Skirt 20 into part 001 and interactively close
the second dart and set the hem reduction to 0.
Open part 002 “style development“ and insert all
objects from part 001. Construct the yokes in the
front and back skirt, using the following x values:
X2

x values of part 002 “style development“:
x1
yoke CF from waist in mm (150.)
x2
yoke ss from waist in mm (75.)
x3
yoke CB from waist in mm (150.)
Open parts 003 to 006 and insert all required lines
and points from part 002. Lengthen the darts to the
yoke line in part “yoke ft“ and “yoke bk“ and close
the darts. Link the yoke curves, construct the seam
allowance, the notches and set the text. Use the
following global x values:
Global x values:
x1
seam allowance in mm (10.)
x2
hem in mm (20.)

003

004

005

006

X2
X3

X1

To conclude, open part 007 and transfer all waist
lines of the front and back skirt from part 002. Use z
values to construct the waistband.
X values of part 007 “waistband“:
x1
waistband height in mm (40.)
002

007
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2nd Exercise "Skirt with separate box pleat"
Working drawing:
skirt front

X1

skirt back

X2

Design specification:
From Skirt 20 a straight skirt is to be constructed
with separate box pleat in the centre front and
flared side seam. A vent and a zip are to be constructed at the centre back.
Use the following global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 seam allowance hem (20.)
List of parts:
001 basic block Skirt 20
002 style development
003 skirt front
004 pleat
005 skirt back
006 waistband
Call the Grafis Skirt 20 into part 001 and interactively
close the second dart. Adjust the following interactively:
Drag area Hem:
• flare side seam by 20mm
• rotation point side seam: 60mm
Drag area Dart front:
• close 2nd dart
• position for 1st dart: 66%
Drag area Dart back:
• close 2nd dart
• position for 1st dart: 33%
Open the part 002 “style development“ and insert
all objects from part 001. Construct the box pleat in
the front skirt and shorten the pleat and the inside
pleat by x2, using the following x values:
X values of part 002 “style development“:
x1 pleat content in mm (40.)
x2 shorten inside pleat in mm (5.)

Open the part 003 “skirt front“ and insert all required lines and points from part 002. Construct the
dart hood, the seam allowance and set the symbols
and the text. The hem/ side seam corner is constructed by mirroring the seam allowance of the side
seam at the hem.
Create part 004 in the same way.
Now, open part 005 “skirt back“ and insert all required lines and points from part 002. Construct the
skirt back in the same way as part 003 using the
following x values:
X values of part 005 “skirt back“:
x1 vent height in mm (200.)
x2 vent width in mm (30.)
x3 zip length in mm (180.)

006

004

003

005

Open part 006 and construct the waistband with the
use of z values.
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3rd Exercise "Shirt blouse with pin-tucks in the front and various back variations"

Design specification:
From the basic block Bodice 10 a blouse with front,
yoke and four different back variations is to be designed. The front is to have 5 pin-tucks, a buttonstand and an overlap. The back is to have four variations:
• back with pleats from yoke,
• back with flared hem,
• back with gathering at the yoke,
• back with different spread amount in yoke and
hem.
Part list:
001 Bodice 10 shirt blouse
002 style developement
003 PP ft
004 PP bk yoke
005 SD bk
006 PP bk with flared hem
007 PP bk with pleats
008 PP bk with gathering
009 PP bk with variable pleats
Call the Bodice 10 into part 001 and load the shape
“shirt blouse“, see section 2.5.
Open part 002 and insert all objects from part 001.
Construct the yoke in the back and the curved hem.

Use the following x values:
X values of part 002 “style developement“:
x1
bk yoke from neck in mm (100.)
x2
curve hem in mm (60.)
x3
curve ss in mm (120.)
Open part 003 and 004 and insert all required lines
and points from part 002. Construct the position for
the first pin-tuck, the further pin-tucks, the overlap
to the centre front and finally the facing. Spread the
pin-tucks after constructing the facing. Use the following x values:
Global x values:
x1
seam allowance in mm (10.)
x values of part 003 “PP ft“:
x1
position 1st pin-tuck in mm (20.)
x2
pin-tuck content in mm (12.)
x3
overlap width in mm (20.)
x4
facing width in mm (60.)
X2
X1

X3

X1
X4

X3
X2

003
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Open part 004 “PP bk yoke“ and insert all required
lines and points from part 002. Construct the seam
allowance and mirror the piece. Set the symbols and
the text.

004

Open part 005 and insert all lines and points required for the back construction from part 002.
Raster the yoke line equally and construct the
spread lines. Spread the back using the following
x values for the pleat content:
X values of part 005 “SD bk“:
x1
pleat content yoke (40.)
x2
pleat content hem (40.)
Duplicate part 005 four times. The two x values for
the pleat content are also duplicated. Adjust the part
name and the value of the x values as follows:
X values of part 006 “PP bk with flared hem“:
x1
pleat content yoke (0.)
x2
pleat content hem (40.)
X values of part 007 “PP bk with pleats“:
x1
pleat content yoke (50.)
x2
pleat content hem (50.)
X values of part 008 “PP bk with gathering“:
x1
pleat content yoke (40.)
x2
pleat content hem (0.)
X values of part 009 “PP bk with variable pleats“
x1
pleat content yoke (30.)
x2
pleat content hem (70.)
Develop production patterns for the backs in parts
006 to 009. Construct dart hoods, link if necessary,
set symbols and text.

005

006

007

008

009
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4th Exercise "Flared skirt"
Working drawing:
skirt front

skirt back

construct the curves shown in the front and back
skirt, using the following x values:
X values of part 002 “style development“:
x1
distance from hip line (140.)
x2
curve depth (70.)

003

004

Design specification:
From the basic block Skirt 20 a paneled skirt with
flared hem, concealed zip in the side seam and variable seam allowance is to be constructed.
Use global x values for the seam allowance, the hem
and for the spread amount of the pleats.
Part list:
001 basic block Skirt 20
002 style development
003 PP skirt ft left
004 PP skirt ft right
005 PP skirt ft centre
006 PP skirt bk left
007 PP skirt bk right
008 PP skirt bk centre
009 waistband
Call the Skirt 20 into part 001, close the second dart,
reset the hem reduction and position the darts in
front and back at 40% respectively.
Open part 002 and insert all objects from part 001.
Construct a panel seam, not using perpendicular but
using Line 10 parallel to the centre front and centre
back in case the hem is modified interactively at a
later date. Create the parallels to the hip line and

X1

005

006

007

008

Open part 003 and transfer all required lines and
points from part 002. Then, duplicate part 003,
creating part 004. Continue with parts 005 to 008.
Use the following x values for construction of the
pleats:
X values of part 005 “PP skirt ft centre“:
x1 spread amount hem (40.)
Finally, open part 009 and transfer all waist lines of
front and back skirt from part 002. Use z values to
construct the waistband.
X values of part 007 “waistband“:
x1 waistband height in mm (40.)
x2 raise waistband at CF in mm (20.)

X2

009

002
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5th Exercise "Culottes with pleats"
Working drawing:
Trousers front

x1

Trousers back

Design specification:
From the basic block Trouser 10 culottes with pleats
in the front, a yoke, raised hem and concealed zip in
the side seam are to be developed.
Use the following global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 hem (20.)
Part list:
001 Basic block Trouser 10
002 style development
003 -----------------------------004 --- PATTERN PIECES
005 -----------------------------006 yoke front
007 trouser front left
008 trouser front right
009 yoke back left
010 yoke back right
011 trouser back left
012 trouser back right
Call the Trouser 10 into part 001 and adjust the
following interactively:
Options:
• display measurements: yes
• side seam countour identical: yes
• side seam as curve
• adjustment waist at side seam: yes
• adjustment curve at crotch seam: yes
Drag area Finished measurements:
• knee width 650mm
• hem width 700mm

x3

x2

x1

Drag area Line relocation:
• position hem line for shorts: 600mm
• inclination of hem line at side seam/front: 70mm
Drag area Dart back:
• 2nd dart: 0mm
Drag area Hem:
• hem line: 0mm
• shape hem line as curve
Open part 002 “style development“ and insert all
objects from part 001. Construct the yokes in the
front and back trouser and the flared and raised
hem, applying the following x values:
X values of part 002 “style development“:
x1 yoke ft ss from waist in mm (80.)
x2 yoke ft CF from waist in mm (100.)
x3 yoke bk CB from waist in mm (120.)
Raster the yoke line in the front trouser to draw the
spread lines. Construct the spread lines and cut
them at the hem line.
Open part 006 “yoke front“ and insert all required
lines and points from part 002. Note that a zip is to
be inserted into the left side.
Create part 007 to 012 in the same way, applying
the following x values:
X values of parts 007+008 “trouser front left/right“:
x1 pleat content in mm (40.)
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006
008

007

010
012

6th Exercice " Dress with panel seams "
Working drawing:

009
011

Design specification:
From Bodice 10 a dress with panel seams and concealed zip in the centre back is to be developed.
Use the following global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 seam allowance centre back (20.)
x3 hem (40.)
Part list:
001 Basic block Bodice 10
002 FP-Tool 20
003 BP-Tool 20
004 -----------------------------005 style development
006 -----------------------------007 --- PATTERN PIECES
008 -----------------------------009 bk centre panel
010 bk side panel
011 ft side panel
012 ft centre panel
013 ft facing
014 bk facing
015 armhole facing
Call the Bodice 10 into part 001 and adjust the following options interactively:
• CB shaped
• CB length measured from waist
• side seam contour identical
• position waist dart relative to waist
• length waist dart to hem
• bust dart into armhole
• armhole direction linked at shoulder
• hem direction linked at side seam
• panel seam in the back: yes
• 4 segments
Adjust the following in the drag areas:
Drag area Tolerances:
• tolerance at bust: 50mm
• tolerance at waist: 50mm
• tolerance at hip: 50mm
• tolerance at across bust: 10mm
• tolerance at across back: 5mm
Drag area Line relocation:
• length: 500mm
Drag area Bust dart:
• position from front pitch: 50mm
Drag area Shoulder dart:
• position at 60 %
Drag area Waist dart:
• relocate towards side seam by 10mm
Drag area Neckline:
• drop neckline bk: 30mm
• increase neckline at shoulder: 50mm
• drop neckline CF: 150mm
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Name part 009 “back centre panel” and insert all
required lines and points from part 005.
X values of part 009 “bk centre panel“:
x1
zip length (530.)

Adjust the neckline to your preference.
Drag area Hem:
• side seam reduction at hem 15mm
In the part organisation, open two further parts and
call tool Front part 20 and tool Back part 20. Set the
following options and drag areas interactively:
Front part 20
Options
• princess seam
• panel seam 2 visible: no
• base point hip curve in mm
Drag area Panel seam from shoulder
• move bust point by 5mm in positive
x-direction
• base point hip curve in mm: 120
Back part 20
Options
• panel seam from shoulder
• panel seam visible: no
• base point hip curve in mm
Drag area Panel seam from shoulder
• base point hip curve in mm: 140
Open part 005 “style development“ and insert all
objects from part 002 and part 003. Create the
following x values:
X values of part 005 “style development“:
x1
facing width neck (30.)

012

013

011
X1

015

X1

014

010

Release the pattern pieces as displayed. Create
global x values and construct the seam allowances,
set symbols and texts.
Structure the part organisation.

009

Continue with part 010, 012 and 013 in the same
way.
In part 012 “front centre panel”, construct the seam
allowances and mirror the part. Use corner tools
Corner 60 (angle) and Corner 70 (angle coordinated)
for the construction of the angled corner at the
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princess seam/ armhole. For the hem, use Corner 10
(Mirror corner).
For part 015 “armhole facing“ insert the lines of the
armhole step-by-step from part 005, starting with
the shoulder, upper armhole front, princess line.
Transfer the further armhole lines with insert with
transformation. Alternatively, transformation can
ensue after all required lines and points have been
inserted.
7th Exercise "Long dress with godets "
Working drawing:

Design specification:
From Bodice 10 a long dress with straps, band and
godets is to be developed.
Use the following global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 seam allowance centre back (20.)
x3 hem (40.)
x4 rotation angle for godet in degrees (25.)
Part list:
001 Basic block Bodice 10
002 front part tool 20
003 back part tool 20
004 style development
005 -----------------------------006 ---PATTERN PIECES
007 -----------------------------008 bk centre panel
009 bk side panel 1
010 bk side panel 2
011 ft centre panel
012 ft side panel 1
013 ft side panel 2
014 bk neck band
015 ft neck band
016 strap

Call the Bodice 10 into part 001 and adjust the following options interactively:
• CB seam shaped
• CB length measured from waist
• side seam not contour identical
• position waist dart relative to waist
• length waist dart to hem
• bust dart in shoulder
• armhole direction linked at shoulder
• hem direction linked at ss
• 4 segments
Adjust the following in the drag areas:
Drag area Tolerance:
• tolerance at bust: 30mm
• tolerance at waist: 30mm
• tolerance at hip: 30mm
• tolerance at across bust: 10mm
• tolerance at across back: 5mm
• ss/waist ft 12.5mm (half dart suppression ft)
• ss/waist bk 15mm (half dart suppression bk)
Drag area Line relocation:
• length: 950mm
• armhole relocation: -15mm
Drag area Bust dart:
• position from neck: 40%
Drag area Waist dart:
• reduce waist darts in ft + bk by half (ft: 12.5, bk:
15mm)
Call Front part 20 and Back part 20 into parts 002
and 003, respectively. Design and modify the panel
seams in the interactive area
Front part 20
Options
• panel seam from shoulder
• panel seam 2 visible: yes
• panel seam at waist in: %
Drag area 2nd side panel seam
• position panel seam at 50%
• contour identical adjustment in facing area
Back part 20
Options
• panel seam from shoulder
• panel seam visible: yes
• panel seam at waist in: %
Drag area Panel seam from shoulder
• shorten upper dart point interactively to facing
Drag area Side panel seam
• position panel seam at 50%
• contour identical adjustment in facing area
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Open part 004 “style development“ and insert all
objects from part 002 and part 003. Create the
following x values:
X values of part 004 “style development“:
x1
band position ft from bust point (100.)
x2
drop neckline CF (140.)
x3
drop neckline CB (250.)
x4
band width (50.)
x5
godet position from hem (400.)

Construct parts 009 “bk side panel 1“, 010 “bk side
panel 2”, 011 “ft centre panel“, 012 “ft side panel 1“
und 013 “ft side panel 2“ in the same way.

011

X2

012

013

X3
X1
X4
010

009

008
016

015

014

X5

Construct the lines for the facing with curve and the
facing with parallel.
Open part 008 “bk centre panel“ and insert all required lines and points from part 004. Construct the
godets with circle arc the transformation turn
turnp+ang. Create an X-value:
X values of part 008 “bk centre panel“:
x1
zip length (500.)
Construct the seam allowances and the hem. Set the
symbols and the text.
Open the next part 009 “bk side panel 1“ and insert
all required lines and points from part 004. Construct the seam allowances and the hem. In the area
of the zip at the centre back use the X-value XG2.
Set the symbols and text.

For part 014 “bk neck band“ and 015 “ft neck
band“, insert the lines for the neckband step-by-step
from part 004. The two pieces of the ft are rotated
towards one another. Construct the seam allowances and symbols and mirror the “ft neck band“ at
the centre front.
To construct the strap transfer the lines in the bust
dart area, the shoulder, armhole ft and bk. Transform the back shoulder onto the front shoulder and
construct a curve for the strap shape. The width of
the strap is controlled via an X-value.

X values of part 016 “strap“:
x1
strap width (30.)
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8th Exercise "Casual trouser with two zips in
the legs and patch pockets "
Working drawing:

Design specification:
From Trouser 10 trousers with elasticated waist, two
zips in the legs and patch pockets at the side of the
legs are to be developed.
Use the following global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 seam allowance 2 (5.)
X9

X1
X5

X2

X10
X4
X6

X11

X7

X12
X1
X3
X13
X18

X16

X19
X17
X20

X14

X22

Part list:
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

basic block Trouser 10
style development
-----PATTERN PIECES-----trouser ft part 1
trouser ft part 2
trouser ft part 3
pocket 1
decorative flap
----------------------yoke trouser bk

011 yoke facing
012 trouser bk part 1
013 trouser bk part 2
014 trouser bk part 3
015 pocket 2
016 pocket 3
017 side strip pocket 3
018 flap pocket 3
019 ----------------------020 waistband
021 template for elastic
Call the Trouser 10 into part 001 and adjust the
following options interactively:
• side seam contour identical: yes
• adjustment waist at side seam: yes
• adjustment curve at crotch seam: yes
• waistband pleats: no
Adjust the following in the drag areas:
Drag area Tolerances:
• tolerance at waist: 10mm
• tolerance at hip: 20mm
Drag area Finished measurements:
• knee width: 540mm
• instep width: 480mm
Assign the finished measurements with one or more
break sizes and adjust a suitable grade, see Chapter
11.2.
Drag area Line relocation:
• waist: -40mm
Drag area Dart back:
• 2nd dart: 0mm
Drag area Hem:
• hem line: 0mm
Open part 002 “style development“ and insert all
objects from part 001. Create the following
x values:
X values of part 002 “style development“:
x1 yoke CB from waist in mm( 50.)
x2 yoke ss from waist in mm (100.)
x3 separation for zip at thigh at ss (400.)
x4 back pocket depth (220.)
x5 pocket position from CB in mm (60.)
x6 pocket position ss from waist in mm (240.)
x7 pocket corner with circle (40.)
x8 ---------- TROUSER FRONT---------x9 pocket mouth waist from ss in mm (55.)
x10 pocket mouth ss from waist in mm (180.)
x11 pocket depth from waist at ft centre in mm
(220.)
x12 flap depth in mm (70.)
x13 overlap width for zip at thigh (40.)
x14 separation for 7/8 length from hem in mm
(200.)
x15 --------------- POCKET-------------x16 pocket position from zip at thigh (50.)
x17 pocket depth (220.)
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x18 1/2 pocket width (90.)
x19 flap depth (80.)
x20 pocket side strip width (20.)
x21 ---------------------------------------x22 tunnel width at hem (30.)
Construct the style development, applying the
x values. Then, develop the production pattern
pieces.

020
021
007
011
008
010
018
015

017

016
004

012

005

013

006

014

9th Exercise "Fitted jacket with panel seams"
Design specification:
From the basic block Bodice 50 a fitted jacket with
panel seams and pocket is to be developed.
Part list:
001 basic block Bodice 50
002 front part tool 20
003 back part tool 10
002 style development
003 basic block Sleeve
004 basic block Flap
Call the Bodice 50 and adjust the following options:
• display measurements:
yes
• CB seam:
shaped
• ss contour identical:
yes
• ss straight:
no
• ss grading centred:
no
• preset ss shaping at waist:
yes
• ss direction at waist:
linked
• ss direction at hip:
linked
• position waist dart in bk:
relative to waist
• dart length to hem:
no
• position shoulder dart
as bust dart:
yes
• dart with bust angle
• bust dart in shoulder
• armhole direction at shoulder: linked
• armhole direction at ss:
right angle
• armhole direction at
front pitch:
free
• hem direction at ss:
linked
• hem extension in:
mm
• panel in back:
no
• bust line:
transformed
• number of segments:
8 segments
Adjust the following in the drag areas:
Drag area Tolerance:
• tolerance at bust:
80mm
• tolerance at waist:
80mm
• tolerance at hip:
80mm
• tolerance at across bust:
15mm
• tolerance at across back:
10mm
• tolerance at shoulder width: 10mm
Drag area Line relocation:
• drop armhole:
-20mm
• style length:
720mm
Drag area Bust dart:
• loosen armhole:
5mm
• position bust dart at 50% of shoulder
Drag area Waist dart:
• move back dart to 60 %
• shape waist curves
Drag area Shoulder dart:
• reduce dart suppression to 15mm
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Drag area Shoulder:
• move shoulder by 10mm at neckline and armhole.
Open part 002 “front 20” and call Front part 20.
Activate Front part 20 and adjust it according to your
ideas.
Then, open part 003 “back 20”, call Back part 20 and
adjust it interactively.
Open part 004 “style development“ and insert all
lines and points from part 002 and part 003.
Construct the overlap, position the 1st button and
the curved hem with the tool Front edge 30. Adjust
as follows:
Options
• lapel (revers)
• front point as curve
• direction linked
• resulting button distance:
no
• place buttons from CF
• single-breasted (1 button line)
Drag area Overlap:
• overlap width:
25mm
• revers from waist:
130mm
Drag area Front point:
• curved hem at CF:
200mm
• curved hem at hem:
100mm
Drag area Buttons:
• number of buttons:
4
• distance 1st button to revers: 20mm
• distance between buttons:
70mm

X1

X2

004

Generate the following two x values for the pocket
position:
X1
pocket position from waist at dart: 70mm
X2
pocket position from waist at ss: 90mm

Call the interactive Collar 40 into the style development. Adjust the collar interactively according to
your ideas.

004

When releasing the pattern pieces, ensure that the
new neckline is inserted. This had been altered by
shoulder relocation and created as a new object.

005

006

Open part 005 “basic block Sleeve“, activate part
001 and keep part 004 “style development“ visible.
Call the Sleeve 30 into part 005, clicking the required
lines in the style development. Adjust the sleeve
interactively to your preference. Adjust the wrist
width using break sizes.
Call the Grafis-Pocket | with lining | cut | single jet |
001 into the style development and adjust it. Alternatively, you can open a separate part for the pocket
and attach it to the style development when clicking.
The corresponding pattern pieces are automatically
loaded into the part organisation when calling the
pocket.
Open a further part 006 “basic block flap“ and keep
part 004 with the basic pocket shape visible. Call the
Grafis-Pocket 60 (Pocket flap) and adjust it interactively.
Now open further positions for the other pattern
pieces. Create global x values for seam allowance
and hem and construct.
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Global x values:
x1 seam allowance 1 (10.)
x2 seam allowance 2 (20.)
x3 seam allowance 3 (5.)
x4 hem (40.)
Use the following interactive
corners when closing the corners:
Mirror corner
Vent corner
Angle corner
Angle corner coordinated
Part list:
001 basic block bodice 50
002 front part tool 20
003 back part tool 10
004 style development

Main fabric parts 008-021

Interfacing parts 022-029

Lining parts 030-037

005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021

basic block sleeve
basic block flap
==MAIN FABRIC=
back
back side panel
front side panel
front
undersleeve
top sleeve
facing
under collar stand
under collar
top collar
top collar stand
pocket flap
jet
facing

022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

==INTERFACING=
interfacing front
interfacing facing
interf. u collar stand
interfacing under collar
interfacing top collar
interf. top collar stand
interfacing jet
==LINING==
flap lining
pocket bag lin. bottom
pocket bag lining top
bk lining
ft lining
top sleeve lining
undersleeve lining
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All Grafis users who deal with production abroad or
provide pattern services for companies will have to
deal with export and import. As a rule, during data

exchange between CAD systems a loss of information occurs as the patterns are reduced to an agreed
data format.
During export, the interactively adjustable patterns
in Grafis are converted to a contour with grade rules
plus additional information on grain line, notches,
text and symbols. The exported patterns contain no
information on x values, body measurements and
piece interdependency.
Patterns from foreign systems can be imported into
Grafis only as grade rule patterns. Grade rule patterns consist of a pattern perimeter with grade
points. Each grade point is assigned a grade rule
table with size dependant point movement in x and
y direction.
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15.1 Preparation for export in the Grafis
construction program
Step-by-step-guide
⇒ Generate production patterns with closed perimeter
⇒ Set grain line as symbol or as attribute line
⇒ Set piece parameter production piece for all production pieces
⇒ Enter all sizes to be exported in the size table
and grade all pieces.

Assign piece parameter
In the part organisation menu the Piece parameter
window opens if +piece parameter is selected (Picture 15-2). For export, all production pattern pieces

Construct production pieces with closed perimeter
During pattern development draft patterns are created from which the actual production patterns are
derived, see Chapter 14 Part organisation. Only
pieces with closed perimeter can be exported.
Picture 15-2

Production pieces:

must be declared as Production piece. Only these
pieces are captured during automatic export.
the piece parameters of the
With the button
selected piece are transferred to the next piece.
This relates to the attribute Production piece, the
material type and the amount per style in normal/
mirrored position. These parameters are required
for layplanning, see Chapter 17.
Grafis checks for closed perimeter of the pieces
when setting the piece parameter production piece
and again during export. If Grafis finds gaps
(>0.5mm) in the perimeter or protruding lines, an
error message appears. Gaps can usually be found at
corners, joints of lines or at symbols.

Draft Patterns:

notch in the perimeter

; correct
: false (gap )

Picture 15-1

Set grain line
The Grafis symbol grain line or the interactive Grain
line 10 should be set in the pattern pieces. Alternatively, an internal line can be declared as grain line in
the attributes menu. If no grain line has been set, the
negative y direction (direction downwards) is assumed as the grain direction as standard.

Picture 15-3

Line symbols such as notches are ignored during
checking of the perimeter (Picture 15-3).
To avoid problems, the slit notch should be used.
To learn about the export function, prepare a simple
style with pattern pieces, for example a skirt as
shown in Picture 15-1.
Grade production pieces
All sizes to be exported must be entered in the size
table. One entry per size is sufficient. Grade all production patterns with Grade all Parts.
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15.2 Export formats and their particularities
Grafis can export in the
following formats:
1. AAMA/DXF
2. ASTM/DXF
3. DXF
4. ExtendedPN
5. Grafis export format
With the exception of the Grafis and DXF export
formats, during export, all pattern stacks are reduced to a base size with grade rules. As all sizes are
constructed individually in Grafis, this leads to a loss
of information. The target system calculates the
contours of the different sizes from these reduced
data with its own mathematical algorithms. Therefore, the shape can differ from the original shape in
Grafis, particularly in extreme sizes.
1. AAMA
The AAMA format, also called AAMA/DXF format,
is currently the most widely used format. It is based
on the DXF data format used by the AutoCAD
software for transfer of vector graphics. The AAMA
standardisation determines which content is to be
deposited in which DXF data structure (contour,
internal lines, notches, drillholes etc.). The contour
of the base size is normally written into the .DXF
file and the graded sizes are written into a separate
.RUL file. Unfortunately, the AAMA format is not
clearly defined in all points so that significant differences may occur during interpretation by different
CAD systems.
Grafis has accommodated this particularity. During
export in AAMA/DXF format you can chose between different Export configurations. The correct
Export configuration for a particular case has to be
tested. The addition ’noRUL’ means that all sizes are
contained in the DXF file as perimeters. No separate .RUL file is created.
2. ASTM
The ASTM format, also called ASTM/DXF format, is
the further development of AAMA format. It is
more standardised but not available in all CAD systems. Furthermore, ASTM contains a number of
new notch types and supports descriptive text. The
Export configuration ‘GradedNest‘ generates a .DXF
file and no separate .RUL file, analogous to ‘noRUL‘.
All sizes are contained as perimeter in the DXF file.

3. Extended PN (EPN)
EPN is an interim format determined by Gerber
Garment Technologies (GGT). Exactly one pattern
piece with all grade rules is captured per file.
For transfer to a Gerber Accumark system database
a conversion is required.
4. DXF
The DXF format is used for export of data to engineering CAD e.g. AutoCAD or drawing programs
e.g. Corel Draw. The DXF format exported by
Grafis uses a small amount of the standardized data
types only. Thus, the exported data will be readable
in many systems. The single sizes are exported to
consecutive layers.
5. Grafis format
The Grafis format is a format for transfer of pattern
pieces determined and published by Grafis. This data
format is currently supported by only one foreign
system.
NB: Data exchange with other Grafis users
should ensue via: Grafis styles, Grafis styles with
reduced pieces, Grafis production styles, Grafis
grade rule patterns or Grafis layplans!
6. Other data formats
There is no alternative to the above formats for
transfer of pattern pieces in a number of graded
sizes.
Individual pieces can be output in HP/GL vector
graphic format, see explanation on “output to file” in
section 3.3.2.
With the Grafis layplan, data can be output in ISO
format to drive cutters. This interface is released for
particular cutters as part of a maintenance contract.

15.3 The export dialogues
The Grafis export parts dialogue
The Grafis Export parts dialogue (Picture 15-4) opens
via File | Export parts. This dialogue controls which
parts, in which data format and with which specific
settings are to be exported.
Settings opens the Export parameter dialogue with
the selection of Export configuration, among others.
Check in this dialogue whether the parameters for
the envisaged export are set correctly.
The switch Hide seam allowances can temporarily
hide seam allowances of the patterns. The prerequisite is that the net perimeter of the pattern has
been assigned the attribute seam line. Having quit
the export function, the seam allowances are reinstated.
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Output selection initiates the export of all currently
selected parts. Output all starts the export of all
parts in the list. If the switch overwrite without
warning is set, existing files with the same name will
be overwritten without notification.
With the buttons Copy and Print the list of export
parts with details of export type and time of last
export is copied to the clipboard or printed directly.
The output file field indicates the name of the export file during the export process.
The Export parameter dialogue
The Grafis-Export parameter dialogue (Picture 15-5)
opens via the button Settings in the Grafis-Export
part dialogue.

Picture 15-5

Lines for output
The section lines for output controls which lines
are to be written into the export file. You can select
the line attributes grain line, annotation line, cut internal line, split line and seam lines, which have been
assigned with the attribute function. The selection all
continuous internal lines captures all lines without any

particular line attribute. Alternatively, you can use the global
switches all internal lines with
attribute for all lines with special
attribute or all internal lines. If
one of the global switches is set,
specific line types can no longer
be selected.
Symbols for output
The section symbols for output
controls which symbols are to be
written into the export file. This
section captures all point and line
symbols which have been set
Picture 15-4 with the symbols function. The
grain line and line symbols are
not captured, here. Symbols which are known in the
target data format, such as the drillhole, are written
as symbols into the export file. All other symbols are
transferred as continuous lines. If the switch all symbols is set, all point symbols are exported. Alternatively, the symbols to be exported can be selected
individually in the list. The switch interactive symbol
lines and marking lines controls the export of the
interactive seam symbols.
Division of curves with additional grade points
To ensure accurate curve representation in all sizes
in the target system, additional grade points are set
automatically along the curve during Export parts.
The options under edit parameter for lines influence this automatism. The switch create additional
grade points should only be deactivated in exceptional circumstances as it switches off the above
automatism. The additional grade points are set at
the following points of the perimeter:
1. at real corner points,
2. always at notches even if create additional grade
points is switched off and
3. at turning points of the curve.
4. All remaining curve sections are divided according to the parameters min number of base
points and max number of curve segments.
The parameter min number of base points indicates
the minimum number of base points to be contained
in a curve section between two grade points. Normally, Grafis generates an appropriate number of
base points automatically. In tight curvatures the
points are denser and in long stretched curve sections, they are placed further apart. The smaller the
min number of base points, the closer the grade
points on the curves. A value between 4 and 8 has
proven to be successful. A value below 3 is not
meaningful. The parameter max number of curve
segments limits the division of curves through grade
points. The last division step creates no more than
the stated number of curve sections. If this parameter is to be void, a high value, e.g. 99 can be en-
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tered. A value between 8 to 12 has proven to be
successful. A value below 2 is not meaningful.
Export configuration
Depending on the selected export format, different
options are displayed in the export configuration
section. For AAMA and ASTM, the export configuration can be chosen. Thus, the export is adjusted to
the different requirements of the target system. For
export of Gerber EPN (ExtendedPN), further conversion and possibly the export target can be selected, see section 15.5.
Additional settings
Experienced users can further control the export
with the following switches of the Grafis.ini, section
[INTERFACE]:
DXFEXP_NAMEMODE controls the allocation of
the file name for Autocad-DXF files.
DXFEXP_STARTLAYER determines start layer for
output in Autocad-DXF. The layers for the specific
sizes are then counted upward by 1.
Mit OPTNSALWY=1 automatically opens the export parameter dialogue for each export.
AAMASAVEAS permits saving DXF files with the
’Save as…’ dialogue.

15.4 Step-by-step guide for export in AAMA/ASTM/DXF format
This step sequence applies to export in AAMA/ASTM/DXF format and in Grafis export format.
The analogous step-by-step guide for export in Gerber EPN format can be found in section 15.5.
1. Every part of the style to be exported need to
be marked as Production piece in sub-window
Part parameter. It is possible that a number of
parts are marked as production pieces as the
parts will be chosen for export, later.
2. The parts must be available and graded in all
sizes to be exported. Select all sizes to be exported in the Size table and then start Grade All
Parts or Grade Production Pieces.
3. Open the export dialogue via File | Export Pattern Pieces. All productions pieces will be automatically prepared and displayed in all available
sizes, see Picture 15-4.

4. Choose export type AAMA/DXF, ASTM/DXF or in
exceptional cases DXF or Grafis. Please take note
of the information on export data formats in section 15.2.
5. Clicking on the Settings button opens the Export
parameter dialogue (Picture 15-5). Depending on
the selected format AAMA/ ASTM/ DXF/ Grafis,
this dialogue differs only in the export configurations available. You must test which export configuration is suitable for which CAD system.
Choose the required export configuration and
close the Export parameter dialogue.
6. In the cases AAMA/DXF and ASTM/DXF:
In dialogue Grafis Export Parts check if Collating
AAMA files is active and enter an appropriate
name. Only if Collating AAMA files is checked
then all selected parts will be combined into one
*.DXF file and one *.RUL file. It is important that
the name has no more than 8 characters and
does not contain any spaces or special characters. Otherwise the file name of the exported
files might be changed during transfer by email.
7. Now choose the parts to be exported in the list
of parts. Mark an area of parts by clicking the
part at the end of the required area with pressed
<Shift> key. Pressing the <Ctrl> key marks or
unmarks single parts.
8. Then all selected parts will be exported with
Output Selection. According to the settings under
Export Parameter the grain line, the symbols and
the inner lines are included, also. Alternatively all
parts can be exported with Output All.
9. The export files are stored in the directory
\Grafis\Basis_d\Interfac\Alpha\. The following
applies: "Basis_d" is the current measurement
system and "Alpha" the current collection. During output this path is displayed at Output file
lower left of the window.
10. The *.DXF file as well as the *.RUL file of the
same name have to be passed on together ideally
packed into a *.ZIP file. Both files are complementary. The *.DXF file contains the contour
data and the *.RUL file the grade rules of the sizes.
File names must not be changed after export
as they are synchronised!
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15.5 Step-by-step guide for export in EPN
format and transfer to Gerber
The step-by-step guide for generation of EPN files is
identical to the step-by-step guide in section 15.4
where the export data type ExtendedPN is selected.
The transfer to Gerber can ensue with the following
variations:
A) transfer of EPN files without conversion
B) direct access to Gerber Accumark via a network
C) transfer via USERROOT
D) single Gerber export files *.TMP
Check with the recipient in which form the data is
to be supplied.
Please note! We can take no responsibility for
error-free data acquisition in Gerber or any mistakes or conflicts arising from the import into
Gerber.
The configuration ensues in the EPN conversion dialogue which is opened from the Export parts dialogue via Settings → EPN conversion, see Picture
15-6. The above transfer variations are adjusted as
follows:
A) Select no conversion of EPN files in the EPN conversion dialogue.
B) In the EPN conversion dialogue, select conversion
in data area (USERROOT). Select the target area
on your Accumark system.
C) Now, prepare the data base for Gerber with
Windows Explorer. Rename an already existing
area C:\USERROOT\STORAGE\FLOPPY\... to
C:\USERROOT\STORAGE\YOUR_NAME\... if
required.
Copy the file \Grafis\Hilfen\floppy0.exe to the
root of your drive, here C:\ and start it there.
Floppy0.exe
creates
a
new
area
C:\USERROOT\STORAGE\FLOPPY\... An already existing area 'FLOPPY' will be overwritten!

Ideally, rename this area ‘FLOPPY‘ immediately
to 'YOUR_NAME'.
In the EPN conversion dialogue, select conversion
in data area (USERROOT). Select the target drive
and the data area you have just created.
D) In the EPN conversion dialogue, select conversion
to TMP files.
After export, the converted data is available as follows:
A) The EPN data is saved under
\Grafis\Basis_D\Interfac\Alpha\, where Basis_D is
the measurement system and ‘Alpha‘ is the name
of the collection. The EPN files are constructed
from the style name and the part number. Thus,
the file trouser.002 contains the data from the
second part of the style ‘trouser‘.
B) With direct access to Gerber Accumark via a
network, the parts are immediately visible.
C) The data is to be sent via email / internet. The
complete data area from \USERROOT must be
placed into a zip file.
NB: There may be more than one data area
stored under /USERROOT which may relate
to more than one customer or stem from different days. Always ensure that you send only
the area(s) required by the recipient. Otherwise,
data for other customers may be included. Each
export writes to the selected data area of the
USERROOT. The old data is not overwritten,
the data area grows. To ensure before export
that the data area contains no other data,
floppy0.exe must be called. This creates the
empty ‘FLOPPY‘ area. You can write more than
one style to an area..
D) As a rule, the Gerber export files are written to
the directory
\Grafis\Basis_D\Interfac\Alpha\Skirt\ where ‘Basis_D‘ is the measurement system, ‘Alpha‘ is the
name of the collection and Skirt is the style

Picture 15-6
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name. This path appears in the output file field at
the bottom left during output. A separate file is
created for each part during export, e.g.
‘a1A.tmp‘ etc. All files in this folder (folder name
= style name) must be placed into a zip file and
then, transferred.
Additional settings
Experienced users can adjust the Gerber export
individually. This concerns the transfer of notation
and symbols amongst others. Further information
can be found in the appendix.

15.6 Special settings and errors during
export
Grade points
Grafis interprets each start and end point of a line as
a grade point. These points will appear correctly in
the target systems throughout the graded size
range. Therefore, it is important that the perimeter
of the Grafis pattern is separated at all significant
corner points and base points. Internal objects
which contain corners or kinks should also be separated at these points. The only exceptions are points
with attached notches. All base points of notches are
automatically translated into grade points so that
their position can be described accurately.
Perimeter
In addition to the separated points mentioned above, the perimeter of the piece must be properly
closed. The export function tolerates gaps or overlaps of a max of 0.5mm. Therefore, it is recommended to close all corners properly with the corners function before export. But the perimeter
should not be linked completely! More difficult to
find are areas with blunt overlaps. Such sources of
error should be avoided during pattern development
if possible. They are difficult to rectify using construction methods at a later date. Especially in the
graded sizes, blunt overlaps can arise after link: single and parallel or after transformation and parallel.

Curves
At Export pattern pieces Grafis automatically inserts
additional grade points onto the curves so that the
curve shapes in all sizes appear largely unchanged in
the other systems. It is not necessary to separate
the curve manually like in earlier Grafis versions.
Only when using Manual export... this fact needs to
be considered.
Notches and drillholes
During export there is a differentiation between two
types of symbols, line symbols and point symbols.
Line symbols as for instance the notch are considered in connection with the perimeter or with another base line. Point symbols, however, can be
placed in any position inside a pattern piece. The
drillhole is an example for a point symbol. Point
symbols are divided into directional symbols (grain
line, centre back, arrows etc.) and non-directional
symbols (drillholes).
Of the different notch types the slit notch is most
suitable for export. It can be located accurately on
the perimeter as the base point is part of the notch
line. It can also be used as cutting line for separating
curves. When using point symbols it should be considered that not all symbols are supported in the
individual data formats. For example, AAMA recognises only one drillhole.
Text
Free text is directly supported by ASTM format,
only, exceptionally also in the AAMA format. In
general, only the transfer of part name and style
name can be controlled. In addition, the size designation is usually transferred. However, the size does
not have to be identical with the original Grafis size
designation. Grafis uses the Grafis style name and
the part text to determine these designations.
Therefore, these designations should have a connection to the designation to be used later in the target
system.
Possible sources for errors
For export of individual sizes there are no further
sources for errors other than the points mentioned
above.
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For exporting graded nests the fact that most target
systems expect a clear succession of grade points
and notches within the perimeter is to be considered in addition to the points mentioned above. It is
not acceptable for a notch to be placed exactly on a
grade point in one size and slightly off to the side of
the grade point in another size. Also, the succession
of the points in the perimeter must always be identical. A notch must not move across a grade point
throughout the size range! Such errors are reported
in Grafis during export (Error 404) and the process
is aborted.
Another possible source for errors are points positioned too closely. Gerber cutters often encounter
problems if notches are placed closer together than
the minimum distance allows. In other cases the
import only succeeds if the base points of the perimeter have a minimum distance. If the distance
falls below the minimum required relevant messages
will appear during export. The limits should be
tested before going into production.

15.7 Manual export…
The manual export is started from the File | Manual export… pull-down menu. Grain line, perimeter,
symbols are not automatically recognised but must
be assigned individually. The interface file is output
immediately. Use this variation only if the pattern
piece cannot be exported or cannot be exported
completely via ‘Export pattern pieces’.
Step-by-step Manual export
⇒ File | Manual export
⇒ Determine grain line
⇒ Determine perimeter of the pattern piece
⇒ Select internal lines or all lines for output
⇒ Select point symbols for output
⇒ Check interface file name (Grafis screen upper
left) and edit if necessary with file name
⇒ Start output to interface file
Functions of the export menu
The individual functions and options have the following significance:
Grain line
First, the grain line of the pattern piece is to be
determined. Click the grain line outside, following
the right principle. With this function the grain line
can be corrected, also.
Text line
This function is active for data export in AAMA
format, only. With text line the annotation line can

Manual export menu
grain line
perimeter
text line
all lines
single lines
+/-cutting
all symbols
single symbols

file name
reset all
reset single

grain line + perimeter +
all symbols
output

call previous part
call next part
test run
gradin
stack

be determined. When clicking the right principle is
to be considered.
Perimeter
Most CAD systems, especially layplanning systems,
have a clear distinction between the perimeter and
internal lines. Internal lines and symbols must not lie
outside the perimeter. In this case the perimeter
must be determined. Clicking on perimeter opens
the respective sub-menu with activated determine
function. Now, the perimeter of the piece is to be
clicked from the outside. It appears as red lines. The
mirror at function is active for data export in the
GerberEPN format, only. With mirror at a fold can
be determined along which the piece will be unfolded in the layplan. This line must be part of the
perimeter.
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Lines
In the next step the internal lines to be output are to
be determined. Activating
single
enables output of individual lines to be
clicked,
all
outputs all internal lines of the piece.
The +/-cutting switch is significant for GerberEPN
and AAMA interface formats, only.
Symbols
Selection of symbols such as arrows, drillholes, repeat symbols or buttonholes ensues by activating
single
for output of individual symbols to be
clicked, separately and
all
selects all symbols of the size.
Notches are output together with the line to which
they are attached.
Reset
Reset last or reset all resets the last selection or all
output selection.
File name
Grafis automatically offers a file name for the export
file. In a dialogue window the data format and the
file name are indicated, constantly.
The file name is pre-set with [style name].[part no.],
e.g. INES_001.005 for the export file of the fifth part
from style INES_001.
The set directory is always [Grafis drive:] \Grafis
\[measurement system]\ INTERFAC\ [collection].
An existing file with the same name will be overwritten.
A different file name or path can be given with the
file name function.
Output
Clicking output starts export of the file.
Previous part/ next part
In the lower part of the function strip frequently
used functions can be found:
previous
activate previous part
next
activate next part
test run, grading, stack

15.8 Import of grade rule patterns

All patterns prepared in one of the export formats
listed below can be imported into Grafis. They are
imported as grade rule patterns into Grafis. Working
with grade rule patterns forms the content of Chapter 16.
Overview of the import data formats:
Data formats with grading information
AAMA
DXF and RUL
or
DXF without RUL with all sizes in
the DXF file
ASTM
as AAMA
ExtendedPN EPN
IBA/VET
IBA and VET
Grafis
001, 002, 003 etc.
Data formats without grading information
DXF
DXF without RUL
(AutoCADDXF)
HPGL
PLO, PLT, HGL and others
ISO
CUT, ISO and others
Data can be imported into Grafis Construction and
into Grafis Layplan. As opposed to Grafis construction, in Grafis layplan the size range cannot not be
rebuilt. Only contours contained complete in the file
are displayed in Grafis layplan. Therefore, import
from data formats with grading information must
always ensue into the Grafis construction program first. Import into the Grafis layplan program can only serve as a control measure. One
exception is ‘DXF without RUL with all sizes in
the DXF file’.
Unfortunately, a completely automatic import is not
possible. The main reason is that the definition of
the AAMA format is not clear and is interpreted
differently by different CAD suppliers, see more
detailed explanation in section 15.2. In addition, in
Grafis the size range must be checked during import.
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Step-by-step guide
⇒ Create a new style as the size table is usually
altered during import
⇒ Pull-down menu File | Import grade rule pattern
⇒ Select file to be imported
⇒ A size table appears in which you can assign the
sizes in the file with the usual standard sizes in
Grafis.
⇒ During import of DXF files, a further dialogue
appears with the
option to select
AAMA-DXF
or
AutoCAD DXF as
well as other options. If the file
comes from a
clothing CAD system, select AAMA
DXF. Otherwise
select
AutoCAD
DXF. For your
first import attempt leave the
options in the dialogue unchanged.
⇒ Grade and check
the imported patterns.
⇒ If one of the following discrepancies occurs, repeat import with changed options.
Import again into an empty style.
Possible discrepancies in the case of AAMA DXF:
• Curves are kinked, not smooth/ soft.
• The piece description in Grafis- Part organisation is missing or too short.
• Import of an ASTM file has not worked.
• The perimeter seems to have been imported
twice. The lines of the contour are not visible.
• All notches point in the same direction, e.g.
all to the right or all upward.
• Patterns appear in the wrong scale.
Possible discrepancies in the case of AutoCAD
DXF:
• Not all parts are visible
⇒ If error messages appear during import or nothing is imported, import with File | Import (reduced). Import (reduced) does not transform the
data into a gradeable pattern but shows exactly
the content of the file.

Import of HPGL, ISO and DXF data without RUL
ensues always into the first size. The size table remains unaltered.
Check size range
To ensure that the imported pattern can be graded
in Grafis as a grade rule pattern, the sizes in the file
must be assigned to the Grafis standard sizes of a
figure type.

memory function for size allocation
Picture 15-7

A dialogue according to Picture 15-7 opens. A suitable base size must be entered into the first position
of the size table. Enter all other sizes in the desired
order. The section discarded import sizes contains
the sizes existent in the import file but not assigned
with a size. If you continue import with close, the
discarded import sizes are not imported.
Individual sizes can also be entered into the size
table. In this case, a correct reference size must be
entered in the x reference column as the grade rules
are associated with these reference sizes. A shift of
the size run during import also is possible, see Picture 15-8.

Picture 15-8
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The memory function for size allocation in Picture
15-7 is only visible if this option has been activated
at the index card Options for experts in the setup.
Before quitting the size table with close you can
enter a suitable name for this allocation, e.g.
‘women‘ or ‘men‘. You can then select one of the
memorised allocations for your next import.
The Grafis Import dialogue
The Grafis- Import dialogue (Picture 15-9) appears
only for import of ASTM/AAMA/DXF files. It is required as data could be presented in AAMA or
ASTM or AutoCAD DXF format. If the AAMA format
button is greyed out, no data in AAMA or ASTM
format is present. In this case only the AutoCAD DXF
format option can be selected. Simultaneous with
the
Grafis-Import
dialogue,
the
Grafis
DXF/AAMA/ASTM import information window appears, containing information from the file.
If the data comes from a clothing CAD system,
select ‘AAMA-DXF’. Otherwise, select ‘AutoCADDXF’.
Before starting the import process, you can select
different options. For a first import attempt, leave
the options unchanged as Grafis has already preset
them based on information from the file.
Measurement unit
In the AAMA/ASTM format, normally only metric or
inch is permitted as measuring units. Depending on
the CAD system, metric could be interpreted in
millimetres, centimetres or metres. Therefore, the
Measurement unit is preset based on information in

the file. The user can alter these settings.
Entry of a user-defined unit in millimetres
is possible. For metres, the value 1000.
should be entered.
Interpolate
curve
points
[only
AAMA/ASTM]
Depending on the CAD system, sufficient
or relatively few curve points are delivered for a curve. Set this option if the
curves appear to have been imported
slightly kinked during the first import
attempt. Additional curve points will be
interpolated so that the curve appears
softer/ smoother.
Use ‘Annotation’ as piece name [only
AAMA/ ASTM]
In the AAMA format, two text entries
are available: piecename for the identiPicture 15-9 fication of the piece and annotation
for a description. This switch determines
whether the text in piecename or in annotation is used for the part description in part organisation. Normally, this switch is not set. However,
some CAD systems assign piecename with very
short and not very informative text. In this case, it is
advisable to activate the switch.
Ignore Quality-Layer [only ASTM]
Only ASTM files contain an additional quality layer.
This layer contains the contour with individual auxiliary points and had been introduced as an aid for
comparison in the target systems. If a quality layer is
available, Grafis uses this more accurate data. In case
the import with ASTM does not work, activate the
option Ignore Quality Layer.
Ignore seam lines [only AAMA/ASTM]
Some CAD systems export the seam line as well as
the contour. If the seam allowance has been set to
0mm, the contour and the seam allowance are doubled up and leave each other invisible. In this case or
if too many auxiliary lines have been imported, activate Ignore seam lines.
Notch angles relative [only AAMA/ ASTM])
Normally, the notch direction is calculated absolute
in relation to the co-ordinate system. Some versions
of CAD systems interpret this setting as relative to
the base line of the notch. Therefore, the following
applies: If all notches point in the same direction at
the first import attempt, e.g. all to the right or all
upward, activate Notch angles relative.
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Automatic notch repetition
This option serves only as a display for treatment of
notches during import of AAMA /ASTM data from
Lectra. Here, it may be necessary to transfer the
notch position from the base size automatically to
the graded sizes. The pre-selection of this switch
ensues
via
the
GRAFIS.INI
[INTERFACE]/IMPNONLECTRA.
Use ATTDEF [ASTM only]
The new data type ATTDEF is not fully implemented in Grafis. If errors occur during reading of
ASTM files or if elements such as notches are missing, this option can be selected.
Ignore BLOCKS etc. [only AutoCAD DXF]
In DXF files, lines and points are combined to
BLOCKS. Furthermore, there is an ENTITIES area
in which the individual BLOCKS areas are activated
and other objects may be stored. Unlike in AAMA
and ASTM files where a part is always combined in a
BLOCKS area which is activated in the ENTITIES.
This organisation is not always clear in other DXF
files. Therefore, the following option for this import
are available:
• Ignore BLOCKS hides everything defined in
BLOCKS and shows only the objects from the
ENTITIES area.
• BLOCKS → pieces behaves like import of an
AAMA/ASTM file and imports each BLOCK into a separate part. The ENTITIES area is also
imported into a separate part.
• BLOCKS → sizes imports everything into one
part but stores the different BLOCK areas in
different sizes.
• All objects into one piece ignores the organisation into BLOCKS or ENTITIES and saves all lines and points in one part.
If you are unsure how the different BLOCKS are
interpreted, first select all objects into one piece. This
shows everything contained in the file. Then, test
the AutoCAD DXF import with all other options
one after the other and check with which option all
information appears in the desired order.

All grade rules universally valid
If the perimeter or internal lines of the piece in an
import file are not continues lines, different grade
rules may be calculated at points of contact with the
perimeter during conversion to a grade rule pattern.
During grading, gaps may therefore appear in the
perimeter. In this case, the option all grade rules
universally valid may assist. It ensures that one grade
rule only is permitted for each position. On the
other hand, new problems may occur if internal lines
touch the perimeter but are to be graded differently
from the perimeter.
Additional options in the Grafis.ini [only
AAMA/ASTM]
Experienced users can control the import via the
following switches in the Grafis.ini section [INTERFACE]:
MIN_SLITNOTCH and MIN_VNOTCH controls
the minimum length of notches.
IGN_GRADE_REF ignores grading reference line
IGN_PLAID_REF ignores repeat markings for check
material
IGN_STRIPE_REF ignores repeat markings for stripes
DUPL_PCE_MODE controls the treatment of double piece names
AAMA_CHK_DOUBLE_RULES checks for double
grade rules on a point
AAMA_ACCEPT_FFPTS accepts free function
points
Direct import of data
From version 11 onwards, importable files can be
opened with double-click in Grafis. The file extensions, e.g. DXF for AAMA/ASTM/DXF files, are
linked with the Grafis.exe. Double-clicking on a
DXF file starts Grafis, requests the desired measurement system and begins direct import of the file.
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Einfüge-Tools werden automatisch Pick-Bilder erzeugt und gespeichert.
Menü Teilearbeit
Teile können nach oben/unten geschoben werden.

Auslage mit Magnet
Siehe Abschnitt 17.7.
Temporäre Gruppenbildung
Siehe Abschnitt 17.6.

Weitere Neuerungen

Neuerungen auf den Karteikarten Material,
Teile und Größen

Interaktive Umgebung
Schleppen über Figurtypen hinweg ist mit einem
neuen Button möglich, siehe Abschnitt 13.3. Nach
dem Setzen eines Stapelpunktes kann optional noch
ein Richtungspunkt gewählt werden.
X-Werte
Der Dialog zum Editieren von X-Werten kann dauerhaft geöffnet bleiben. Im Expertenmodus gibt es
weitere Funktionen, siehe Abschnitt 11.1.
Export Schnittteile und Plotausgabe
Ausblenden von Nahtzugaben oder Nahtlinien, siehe
Abschnitt 15.3.
Export
Beim AAMA/ASTM-Export wird auch Text exportiert. Nahtsymbole werden beachtet.
Import
Import von Lectra IBA/VET-Dateien ist möglich,
siehe Abschnitt 15.8.
Größendialog beim Import
Dieser Dialog wurde komplett überarbeitet und hat
optional eine Merkfunktion, siehe Abschnitt 15.6.
Öffnen von Modellen
Beim Versuch, Lectra MDL-Modelle zu öffnen, wird
der Anwender entsprechend informiert. MDL und
SCB-Dateien können über Datei | Dateioptionen mit
der Anwendung Grafis verknüpft werden.
Anzahl Körpermaße je Maßsystem
Die maximale Anzahl an Körpermaßen je Maßsystem wurde von 99 auf 256 erhöht.

A.2

Neuerungen im Programm GrafisSchnittbild

Für alle Menüs wurde die Button-Darstellung neu
gestaltet und optimiert. Es gibt einen neuen Dialog
zur Steuerung der Cutter-Ausgabe, siehe Abschnitt
18.15.
Neuerungen während des Legens
Teil-in-Teil legen
Teile können in ein anderes Teil gelegt werden,
siehe Abschnitt 17.7.
Teil überlappen
Teile können etwas überlappt ausgelegt werden,
siehe Abschnitt 17.7.
Frei bewegliche Anlegelinien
Siehe Abschnitt 17.6.
Anschießen von Stufenlagengrenzen

Zusätzliche Funktionen im Rapport
Über einen Experten-Schalter können zusätzliche
Optionen für Rapport-Toleranzen oder Nadelstreifenrapport genutzt werden, siehe Abschnitt 18.3.
Bündelrichtung
Die Bündelrichtung wird angezeigt, siehe Abschnitt
18.5. Bei gesetztem Experten-Schalter kann die
Bündel-Richtung gezielt verändert werden.
Weitere Neuerungen
Einlaufwerte-Assistent
Für ein gelegtes Schnittbild können Einlaufwerte
verrechnet werden
Überlappungsbereiche
Anzeige von Überlappungsbereichen, siehe Abschnitt 18.13.
Direkt-Import bei Doppelklick auf ISO, PLO und
DXF
Der Direkt-Import ist aktivierbar über Datei | Dateioptionen.
Neue Plotoptionen
Es gibt neue Beschriftungselemente, siehe Abschnitt
17.9. Entlang dem Schnittbild kann auch ein Lineal
geplottet werden.
Erweiterung der Schnittbild-Kenndaten

A.3

Neuerungen der interaktiven Konstruktionen

Neue Konstruktionen
• Sakko 20 als Nachfolger von Sakko10
• Oberteil 60 Fertigmaß-Oberteil basierend auf
Oberteil 50
• Oberteil 70 Handwerker-Oberteil nach Müller&Sohn-Logik
• Oberteil 80 Damen-Body mit Dehnungsabzügen
• Ärmel 80 mit Dehnungsabzügen
• Slip 10 mit Dehnungsabzügen
• Tool Vorderteil 30 mit Brustabnäher-Verteilung
• Tool Vorderteil 40 mit Brustabnäher-Verteilung
Überarbeitete Konstruktionen
Durch einen Probelauf in den Modellen werden die
überarbeiteten Konstruktionen aktualisiert. In einigen Fällen wird die neue Funktionalität durch Optionen oder Menüeinträge im Kontextmenü der Konstruktion aktiviert. Für eine bessere Transparenz
der konstruktiven Logik wurde die Ausgabe der

